
NAME & LOCALITY DESCRIPTION   A   B    C  D   E F
ACANTHITE - Mexico (Argentite) Gray metallic showing crude xl form.

    1.5cm $13.25; 1cm $8.50; 6mm $5.25.
ACANTHITE - Mexico (Argentite) Gray arborescent, pure. 5mm $3.00; 10 to 12mm $6.50.
AENIGMATITE - Nor Black cleavages w/associates. 1.5cm $8.50. $26.00 $33.00
AERINITE - Spain Bright blue earthy on rock.   2cm $5.00; 1cm $4.75. $13.25
AESCHYNITE-(Y) - Nor. Small pitchy black masses in rock. $10.25
AESCHYNITE-(Y) - Nor. Pitchy black massive, rich. (R)  Vial $6.50. $6.50 $8.50
AGRELLITE - Canada TL. Off-white fibrous masses, rich. (F) pink. 2x7cm $62.00; 1.5x5cm $32.00; 

    2cm $13.25; splinters in a 1.5 inch plastic bag $10.75.
AJOITE - AZ TL. Blue-green massive w/shattuckite, in rock. $5.50 $8.50 $16.25 $32.00
AJOITE – AZ TL. Pale blue crusts on rock, not rich. $5.25 $7.00 $14.00 $26.00 $38.00
AKAGANEITE - China Nantan Meteorite. Ocher colored earthy, w/assoc. 

    15mm $8.50; 1cm $5.00; 6mm $4.75, fic $6.50.
ALABANDITE - Mex. Black xline, w/calcite, some surface oxidation. $8.50 $13.25 $16.25 $26.00 $40.00 $48.00
ALBERTITE - Canada (Hydrocarbon) Pure asphalt-like masses, $4.00 $5.50

    2.5x3cm. $8.50; 1 - 2cm $5.00/10; fines/vial $4.00.
ALDERMANITE - Aust. Pearly micaceous plates to 1mm on matrix. $55.00 $89.00
ALGODONITE - MI Bronze metallic masses w/quartz. Most pieces are tarnished. $7.00

    2cm $6.50; 1cm $4.75.
ALLANITE - California Black in feldspar, lean. $2.75 $3.00 $5.00 $7.00 $10.75 $22.00
ALLANITE - Various Black, rich, minor rock. $5.00 $8.50 $13.25 $16.25 $26.00 $40.00
ALLEGHANYITE - Japan Pink to gray masses, rich, some rock. 3x5cm $32.00; 2cm $7.00. $8.50 $13.25 $16.25 $40.00
ALLEGHANYITE  - NC TL. Tiny pink-brown grains in carbonatite, with assoc. $13.25 $28.00 $32.00
ALLUAUDITE - SD Greenish-black masses w/assoc. $4.00 $5.50 $8.50 $14.00 $22.00
ALTAITE - NM Brilliant metallic coatings and masses on/in rock. $13.25 $18.25 $22.00
ALTAITE - NM Brilliant metallic veinlets & masses in rock. Lean. $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $16.25
ALTHAUSITE - Norway Gray masses with some hematite stain, in serpentine. $45.00
ALUMINITE - England Chalky white nodular masses, rich. (F)+LW weak yellow $5.00 $5.50 $8.50 $16.25
ALUMOHYDROCALCITE California. Small pink grains in serpentine. 1cm $6.50. $28.00
ALUNOGEN - CA Yellow to white xline masses w/micro xls. 2cm $8.50; 1cm $6.50; vial $6.50
AMARANTITE - Chile TL. Red fine-grained masses w/copiapite, metasideronatrite, etc. $16.25 $32.00 $48.00
AMARANTITE - Iran Copper colored earthy w/other sulfates. 1cm $13.25; fic $8.50.
ANANDITE - CA Brown micaceous on quartz-sanbornite rock. 1.5 - 2cm $8.50. $13.25 $26.00 $32.00
ANAPAITE - Italy Tiny green xls on rock.  1.5cm $5.00. $13.25 $26.00
ANATASE - Norway Tiny blue-black xls in vugs in rock. M/M $5.00 $5.50 $8.50 $13.25 $16.25 $26.00
ANDERSONITE- UT Thin yellow-green coatings or veins on/in sandstone. (R) (F)+LW green. $5.25 $8.50 $13.25 $16.25 $26.00 $42.00
ANKERITE - Mex. Tiny cream to brown xls w/assoc. on rock. $5.00 $6.50 $8.50 $16.25 $26.00 $40.00
ANNABERGITE - NV Var. DUDGEONITE. Green massive to earthy in rock. $4.00 $5.50 $8.50 $9.25
ANNITE - Siberia A black micaceous cleavage. 1cm $6.50.
ANTHOPHYLLITE - Brazil Brown fibrous w/garnet, phlogopite. $3.00 $4.00 $5.00 $6.50 $10.75 $22.00
ANTHRAXOLITE - Can. (Hydrocarbon) Pitchy black w/minor rock. $5.00 $6.50 $8.50 $14.00 $16.25 $32.00
ANTHRAXOLITE  - NY (Hydrocarbon) Black tar-like mass up to 2.5cm, on rock. $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $16.25
ANTIMONPEARCEITE - Germany.  Small gray metallic grains in matrix. 1.5cm $26.00.
ANTIMONY - CA Dull gray metallic masses w/stibiconite. 12mm $3.00. $5.00
ANTIMONY - Mexico Dull compact masses with valentinite. 2cm $5.00; 1cm $4.75.
ANTLERITE - CA Green thin fibrous or granular coatings on schist. $5.00 $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $16.25 $26.00
APACHITE - Arizona TL. Minute pale blue spherules & coatings on rock, w/assoc. $48.00 $69.00
APHTHITALITE - CA Buff colored xlized to xline w/trona, halite.(F) pale yellow + LW-PH $6.50 $7.00
APUANITE - Italy TL. Black masses in rock. $32.00 $42.00
ARDEALITE - Aust. Light tan colored earthy powder in vial, $8.50.
ARFVEDSONITE - NH Small black xl sections in pegmatite, lean. 1.5 to 2cm $5.00.
ARROJADITE- SD TL. Gray-green masses in pegmatite. $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $16.25 $26.00
ARSENOLITE - Nevada Tiny xls on matrix. $8.50 $16.25
ARTHURITE - NV Tiny yellow-green needles or masses on rock, moderately lean. $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $16.25 $26.00
ARTINITE - CA White acicular xls on rock. $3.00 $4.00 $8.50 $13.25 $16.25 $28.00
ASBOLANE - CA Black earthy coatings on serpentine. $8.50 $13.25 $16.25 $40.00
ASPHALTUM - Austria “Mineral pitch”, natural asphalt. Black lamellar masses. 2cm $4.00. $5.00 $8.50
ASTROPHYLLITE - Maine Golden-brown cleavages in rock. $5.00 $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $16.25 $32.00
ATACAMITE - Chile Tiny dark green xls & sections scattered on rock. $9.25 $13.25
AUGELITE - CA White xline fine-grained w/quartz, etc. $6.50 $7.00 $8.50 $16.25 $26.00 $40.00
AURICUPRIDE - Russia TL. Minute reddish grains in rock, sparse. 1cm $46.00.
AURORITE - Nevada TL. Minute black grains w/assoc. in calcite. Can only be recognized in $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $26.00

    polished thin section.  2cm $5.50.
AUSTINITE - UT TL. White prismatic xls & groups on gossan. M/M $5.00 $6.50 $8.50 $14.00 $22.00
AWARUITE - Oregon Var. JOSEPHINITE. Dull metallic stream-worn pebbles. 

    1.5cm $26.00; 12mm $13.25; 6mm 10/$48.00.
BABINGTONITE - MA Small black xl portions on matrix, lean to sparse. $45.00
BADDELEYITE - MT Tiny black grains in corundum gneiss. $5.00 $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $16.25 $26.00
BAKERITE - CA TL?  White compact masses, nearly pure. $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $16.25 $26.00
BALANGEROITE - Italy TL. Slender brown asbestiform masses.

    1x12cm $83.00; 1x6cm $55.00; 1/2x6cm $32.00.
BARBOSALITE - SD Blue-black massive w/other phosphates. $6.50 $8.50 $14.00 $26.00 $40.00
BARIANDITE - Gabon Black xline w/assoc. 2cm $42.00; 12mm $26.00.
BARIUM-PHARMACO-
  SIDERITE - Germany TL. Tiny amber or yellow-green xls on baryte. 1cm to 2cm $20.00 each.



NAME & LOCALITY DESCRIPTION   A   B    C  D   E F
BARNESITE - UT TL. Red-brown coatings on dark sandstone, may have corvusite, etc. $32.00 $48.00 $62.00 $89.00

  As above, lean. 1 to 2cm $8.50. $16.25 $20.00
BARYTOCALCITE - Engl. TL. Small glassy xls on xline barytocalcite. $13.25 $16.25 $26.00
BARYTOCALCITE - Engl. TL. Buff-colored xline masses, rich. $5.00 $6.50 $13.25 $16.25 $26.00 $40.00
BARYTO-LAMPRO- Yellow-brown micaceous in syenite. 1.5cm $62.00 each.
   PHYLLITE - Russia.      
BASALUMINITE - KS White earthy aggregates in clay. (F) light yellow +LW. 4X5cm $26.00. $13.25 $16.25
BASTNÄSITE-(Ce) - CA Small pale brown masses w/assoc. (R) $5.00 $6.50 $13.25 $16.25 $26.00 $40.00
BASTNASITE-(Ce) - NM Yellow-brown xl portions, 1mm to 3mm, 3/$5.00.
BASTNÄSITE-(Y) - Nor. Small grains in yttrian fluorite. 12mm $13.25. $32.00 $48.00 $69.00
BAVENITE - Aust. White radial xline masses on matrix.  (F)+LW yellow. $16.25 $26.00
BAVENITE - CT Chalky white xline on matrix. $16.25 $26.00 $40.00 $55.00
BAYLDONITE - England Green coatings on quartz. $5.00 $6.50 $8.50 $14.00 $22.00
BAYLDONITE - Namibia Green masses on & in matrix. $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $22.00
BEAVERITE - UT TL. Yellow-brown coatings & masses on rock. $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $16.25 $26.00
BEIDELLITE - AZ Pure dark gray massive clay.  12 to 20mm $2.75 $3.00
BEMENTITE - NV Brown compact masses in rock. $5.00 $6.50 $13.25 $16.25 $26.00 $40.00
BENITOITE - CA TL. Blue to white glassy masses on matrix, lean. Strong  (F) blue. $8.50 $16.25 $26.00

    TL. Portions of blue xls, minor matrix, strong blue (F). 
     2mm to 6mm, in a vial $10.25; 1cm $13.25 each.

BENITOITE - CA (Fresno County) Minute (F-blue) grains, sparse, in quartz-sanbornite rock. $2.75 $4.00 $6.50 $8.50 $13.25
BENYACARITE -Argentina TL. Micro pale yellow xls on drusy phosphosiderite on bermanite.

    Lean, and rare. 1.5cm to 2.5cm $200.00 or $140.00.
BERAUNITE - AL, PA Red-brown xline on & in rock.   $13.25
BERBORITE - Norway Glassy micro xls (about 1.5mm) on thomsonite.

    2 or 3 xls per specimen, 6mm to 2x3.5cm $110.00 each.
BERMANITE - SD Red-brown microxline in other phosphates. $16.25 $22.00 $26.00
BERTHIERITE - Japan Fine-grained prismatic xline in rock. $6.50 $7.00 $8.50 $16.25 $26.00 $40.00
BERZELIITE - Sweden TL. Orange to yellow masses in matrix. $16.25 $26.00 $32.00 $48.00 $69.00
BEYERITE - Germany Small light green xl prisms, may be ps. bismuthinite, on quartz. 1.5 – 2cm $28.00.
BEYERITE - Utah Tiny pale yellow or white scaly aggregates on rock. Sparse. $26.00 $40.00 $69.00
BINDHEIMITE - NV Ochre-yellow masses w/limonite & quartz. $5.00 $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $16.25 $26.00
BISMUTH - Canada Small bright metallic cleavages in rock, lean. $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $13.25
BISMUTH - CT Small bright metallic grains in quartz. Lean. $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $22.00 $28.00 $40.00
BISMUTHINITE - AZ Gray masses in matrix, moderately lean. $6.50

  Rich metallic fragments.  1cm $6.50; 2 to 6mm in vial $6.50.
BISMUTHINITE - CO Gray in or with rock, moderately rich. 2cm $8.50; 1cm $6.50; 

    6 - 10mm, ten/$13.25.      Rich, minor rock. 1cm $8.50.
BISMUTITE - Bolivia Ps. after bismuthinite. Rich masses with some residual bismuthinite. 

    2cm $6.50; 1 - 1.5cm $5.00; 6 - 9mm, two/$5.00.
BISMUTITE - Madagascar Earthy tan masses, some/assoc. 10 to 15mm $3.00; 8mm to10mm $2.75.
BISMUTITE - Tanzania Tan dense compact masses, w/some residual bismuthinite. $18.25
BIXBYITE - NM Tiny black xls in vugs in rhyolite, sparse. $13.25 $16.25 $18.25
BIXBYITE - Utah TL. One or more tiny black cubic xls perched on crude

    quartz-impregnated topaz xls. 1cm to 2cm $6.50.
BLANFORDITE - India (Pyroxene) Lavender-brown cleavages on braunite. $8.50 $16.25 $32.00
BLÖDITE - Chile Glassy masses w/blue kröhnkite. 1 - 2cm 10.75. $13.25 $16.25 $48.00
BÖHMITE - France Red to cream earthy masses, some hematite. $4.00 $5.25
BOLEITE - Mex. TL. Deep blue single xls or groups. 2mm $6.50; 1mm $5.00.
BORACITE - Germany Single 1mm xls $5.00; 1.5 to 2mm $6.50.
BORACITE - Germany TL. A 1 to 2mm xl in anhydrite. 1 to 2cm $5.00.
BORACITE - Ukraine White massive w/chromite. $8.50 $13.25 $26.00
BOTRYOGEN - CA Deep orange micro xls or xl aggregates. Fic $8.50; 6mm $6.50.

    Orange xlized masses. 1 to 1.5cm $5.00.
BOTTINOITE- Germany Pale blue-green micro xls w/assoc. on matrix. 1.5cm $62.00.
BOULANGERITE - WA Gray long fibrous masses, pure. $8.50 $13.25 $16.25 $42.00
BOULANGERITE - WA Gray "jackstraw" masses of acicular xls, some rock. $6.50 $8.50 $13.25
BOULANGERITE - WA Gray xline fibrous, some rock. $5.00 $6.50 $13.25 $16.25 $26.00 $40.00
BOURNONITE - Canada Gray metallic granular, w/baryte etc. $4.00 $5.00 $8.50 $16.25 $26.00 $40.00
BOURNONITE - Japan Brilliant black incomplete xls. 8mm $13.25.
BOURNONITE - Mex. Small xls on pyrite & sphalerite. 4X5cm $18.25.
BOUSSINGAULTITE-CA White xline cellular fines in a vial. $8.50.
BOUSSINGAULTITE-CA Minute glassy colorless or pinkish grains in clay sand. Fic $8.50.
BRANNERITE - Canada Micro-xlized w/pyrite in rock. Visible only in thin section. $3.00 $5.00 $6.50 $8.50 $13.25
BRAZILIANITE - Brazil TL. Greenish-yellow xl portions. 2.5cm $18.00; 2cm $16.25. 
BRAZILIANITE - Brazil TL. Greenish-yellow xl fragments. 2.5cm $8.50; 2cm $6.50.
BRAZILIANITE - Brazil Xl fragments or aggregates w/assoc. $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $16.25 $22.00
BREITHAUPTITE - Can. Purple-ish metallic masses, rich, w/assoc. $8.50 $13.25
BREWSTERITE - Scotland TL. Small cream-colored xls on matrix. M/MP $13.25 $16.25 $26.00 $32.00
BRITHOLITE-(Ce) - SD Tiny black grains in mizzonite. Lean. $5.00 $6.50 $8.50
BROMARGYRITE - CA Pale yellow- to olive-green crude micro xls on matrix. Sparse. $13.25
BRUGNATELLITE - Italy Brown micaceous on and in serpentine. $8.50 $13.25
BRUGNATELLITE - Japan White to brown coatings w/artinite, etc. on rock. $22.00
BRUSHITE – Aust. Off-white powder in vial, cleavage visible under high magnification. $8.50.
BUKOVSKYITE - CZ TL. Buff-colored masses, nearly pure. $8.50 $16.25 $28.00 $40.00



NAME & LOCALITY DESCRIPTION   A   B    C  D   E F
BURKEITE - CA TL. Buff-colored masses w/trona, rich. (F-cream/tan)+LW [SW PH] $6.50 $8.50 $14.00 $26.00 $32.00 $48.00
BUSTAMITE - NJ Pink cleavable masses, w/assoc. (F) orange, or green due to $5.00 $6.50 $13.25 $16.25 $28.00 $48.00

     included willemite. Not all specimens are (F), so specify if you want (F).
BUTTGENBACHITE - Congo. TL.  1/2 to 1mm deep blue striated xl prisms, three/$13.25.
CACOXENITE - Arkansas Yellow fibrous sprays on rock. $8.50 $14.00 $22.00
CALAVERITE - CO A bright gray metallic striated xl prism. 2mm $10.25; 1mm $8.50.
CALLAGHANITE - NV TL. Blue xl sections & masses on brucite. $8.50 $13.25 $16.25 $26.00
CANAVESITE - Italy TL. Tiny white acicular xls on matrix. $16.25 $22.00 $32.00 $48.00
CANNIZZARITE - Italy TL. Micro black grains or masses on rock. Sparse. $26.00 $40.00
CARLOSTURANITE -Italy TL. Brown fibrous on serpentine. $18.25
CARMINITE - Mex. Deep red micro-xline aggregates w/arseniosiderite and rock. $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $16.25 $26.00
CARMINITE - UT Red-brown massive w/scorodite. $5.25 $7.00 $10.25 $11.75 $20.00
CARYOPILITE - Italy Tan to brown scaly micro xl aggregates on pink micro rhodonite, etc. $32.00
CATAPLEIITE - Canada Tan plates or aggregates, minor assoc.  6 to 8mm $6.50; 2 to 5mm $3.00.
CATAPLEIITE- Norway Tan plates on & in rock. $13.25 $16.25
CATAPLEIITE- Sweden Tan grains & masses scattered in rock. $6.50 $7.00 $8.50 $16.25 $26.00 $40.00
CAVANSITE - OR TL. Micro light blue xline aggregates w/assoc. on rock. $8.50 $13.25 $16.25
CECHITE - Czech. Rep. TL. Black fine-grained masses w/hematite & calcite. 2cm $48.00. $77.00
CELADONITE - NV Green earthy lining cavities in basalt. $5.00 $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $16.25 $32.00
CELSIAN - CA Fine-grained masses w/sanbornite, etc. $5.00 $6.50 $8.50 $14.00 $22.00 $40.00
CERITE-(Ce) - Sweden TL. Lavender-gray masses in matrix. $8.50 $13.25 $18.25 $26.00 $40.00
CETINEITE - Italy TL. Micro orange-red xls in slag. 1.5cm $40.00.
CHABOURNEITE - France TL. Small black grains in rock. $40.00 $48.00
CHALCANTHITE - NV Blue xline masses scattered on rock. $2.75 $3.00 $5.00
CHALCANTHITE - Various Deep blue xline mass. Vial (some rock assoc.) $4.00. $6.50
CHALCOALUMITE - AZ TL. Light blue blebs or masses in limonite w/assoc. Lean. $8.50 $13.25 $18.25
CHALCOPHYLLITE - NV Bright blue-green cleavages w/chrysocolla on rock. Moderately plentiful $16.25 $22.00 $28.00
CHALCOPHYLLITE - NV Pale blue to blue-green xline on rock. $16.25 $22.00
CHALCOSIDERITE - Eng. TL. Micro green xls & masses on gossan. Sparse. $8.50 $13.25 $17.00
CHALCOSIDERITE - NV Green botryoidal coatings scattered on rock. $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $26.00 $40.00
CHAMOSITE - CA Small greenish xline grains in chert w/pyrite. $2.75 $3.00 $5.00 $7.50 $10.75 $21.75
CHAROITE - Russia Lavender compact felted masses, minor assoc.  1 - 1.5cm $$5.00. $6.50 $8.50 $16.25
CHENEVIXlTE – UT Green masses, w/assoc., in rock. $5.25 $8.50 $13.25 $22.00 $28.00 $42.00
CHIAVENNITE - Norway Cream to orange xline coatings on matrix. 2cm $40.00 $62.00
CHIOLITE - Greenland White xline masses, w/assoc. $8.50 $13.25 $16.25 $26.00 $40.00
CHLORARGYRITE- Aust. Micro xls or xlized masses on rock. $8.50 $16.25 $32.00 $42.00 $62.00 $62.00
CHLORELLESTADITE-CA TL. Small green-yellow grains in calcite. $6.50 $8.50 $16.25 $32.00 $42.00
CHLORITOID - MI Greenish-black xline masses w/magnetite. $5.00 $6.50 $8.50 $13.25
CHLORITOID - Spain Green platy masses, some rock. $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $22.00 $28.00 $40.00
CHURCHITE-(Y) - CA White xline crusts on rock. Sparse. $5.00 $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $16.25 $26.00
CLINOCLASE - NV Deep blue micro xls, xl sections &/or druses, on rock. $8.50 $9.50 $13.25 $16.25 $32.00
CLINOCLASE - NV Blue xline to massive coatings on rock. $6.50 $8.50 $10.00 $13.25 $16.25
CLINOHEDRITE - NJ White massive w/assoc. (F) orange. $6.50 $8.50 $14.00 $26.00 $40.00
CLINOPTILOLITE - OR Tiny colorless xls lining vugs in rock. M/MP  2.5x4cm $13.25; 2cm $5.00. $6.50 $8.50 $16.25
CLINTONITE - CA Crestmore. Var. XANTHOPHYLLITE. Green cleavages in vesuvianite. $8.50 $13.25 $16.25 $26.00 $32.00
CLINTONITE - NV Var. SEYBERTITE. Brown micaceous scales on rock. $5.00 $6.50 $13.25 $16.25 $26.00
COALINGITE - CA (TL?) Thin dull bronze-colored coatings on serpentine. $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $22.00 $28.00 $40.00
COLEMANITE - CA TL (Death Valley) Groups of glassy xls to 1cm on clay/rock matrix. $6.50 $22.00 $38.00
COLEMANITE - CA TL (Mt. Blanco, Death Val.) Tiny sparkling colorless xls on clay matrix.    $6.50 $13.25 $26.00
COLEMANITE - CA TL (Ryan, Death Val.) Spherical aggregates of tiny xls, most of the 

   specimens have clay associated. 2cm $3.00 $4.00 $5.00
COLEMANITE - CA TL (Death Valley) Sparkling xls covering xline colemanite or clay. $4.00 $6.50 $8.50 $13.25
COLEMANITE - CA TL (Death Valley) White xline to xlized masses w/clay. $2.75 $3.00 $5.00 $7.50 $10.75 $21.75

   As above, selected to show (F)+LW & possible PH. $3.00 $4.00 $6.50
COLEMANITE - CA (Boron) Glassy xls and blades on rock. Associates may be pearly brown    

   calcite, or red/orange realgar masses. $3.00 $4.00 $6.50 $8.50
COLEMANITE - CA (Boron) White to colorless xline to xlized masses w/clay. (F) pale yellow $3.00 $4.00 $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $22.00
COLEMANITE - CA (Boron) Glassy xls on xline colemanite. $2.75 $3.00 $5.00 $7.50 $10.75 $21.75
COLLINSITE - Canada TL. Light brown fibrous veins in quercyite. (F)+LW yellow. $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $16.25 $26.00 $40.00
COLUSITE - MT Gray-black granular masses in rock, moderately plentiful. $8.50 $13.25
COLUSITE - MT TL. Gray-black metallic masses in rock, lean. $7.00 $8.50 $10.25
COOKEITE - Brazil Pink micaceous masses on quartz, may have elbaite associated. Lean. $6.50 $8.50

     A little richer, 1.5 to 2cm $4.75; 1cm $3.75.
COPIAPITE - CA “Alma Pyrite Mine” or “Alma Mine”. Yellowish bubbly looking masses. 

    2cm $6.00; 12mm $5.00. $6.50
COPIAPITE - CA Earthy yellow-brown w/other associates. Vial $4.00; 12mm $4.00 $4.00 $6.50 $13.25
COQUANDITE - Italy TL. Tiny (10X) white xline masses on xline stibnite. $40.00 $40.00
CORDEROITE - NV TL. Orange-pink masses w/cinnabar in rock. $16.25 $28.00 $48.00 $115.00
CORNETITE - NV Dark blue xls & masses on rock. $6.50 $7.00 $8.50 $13.25 $22.00 $26.00
CORNWALLITE - NV Dark green coatings on rock. $5.00 $6.50 $8.50 $14.00 $22.00 $26.00
CORRENSITE - Sweden Pinkish earthy masses w/hematite & wad. 12mm $8.50.
CORVUSITE - UT Blue-black impregnating sandstone. $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $16.25 $26.00 $40.00
COSALITE - Canada Gray acicular in quartz. Sparse $26.00 $42.00
COULSONITE - NV TL. Black intermixed w/magnetite. Can be seen only in polished section. $6.50 $6.50 $8.50 $16.25 $26.00 $42.00
CRANDALLITE - CA Gray to cream-colored coatings on quartz, lean. $10.75



NAME & LOCALITY DESCRIPTION   A   B    C  D   E F
CRANDALLITE - UT Banded yellow-brown masses w/limonite, rock. $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $22.00 $26.00
CREEDITE - CA Tiny colorless xls & sections in vugs in rock. $5.00 $5.25 $8.50 $16.25 $26.00
CREEDITE - NV Small lavender xls & masses scattered on rock. 12mm $8.50. $6.50 $8.50 $16.25
CRICHTONITE - Brazil Var. Plumbian. A black xl section up to 4mm in quartz. 1.5 to 2cm $28.00.
CROCOITE - Aust. Orange jackstraw aggregates, w/limonite. $16.25 $32.00
CRYOLITE - Greenland White massive with little or no associates.  2cm $6.50. $7.00 $9.25 $16.25
CRYOLITE - Greenland White massive w/siderite, etc. $7.00 $8.50 $13.25 $22.00 $28.00 $48.00
CRYPTOMELANE - Aust. Black masses w/hematite, etc. $13.25 $40.00
CUMENGEITE - Mexico TL.  Blue pyramidal over-growths on boleite xl. 1mm xl $10.75.
CUPROROMEITE - CA Formerly “PARTZITE”  TL. Green to black opaline masses w/assoc., lean. $8.50 $13.25 $26.00 $40.00
CUPROSKLODOWSKITE - Congo.  Bright green w/malachite in rock. (R) $13.25 $48.00 $69.00
CURETONITE - NV TL. Tiny green grains in matrix, sparse. Smaller are richer. $40.00 $16.25
CYANOTRICHITE - AZ Blue xline to xlized coatings on rock. $16.25 $22.00
CYANOTRICHITE - Idaho Blue xline to xlized coatings on rock. 12mm $5.00 $13.25 $16.25
CYANOTRICHITE - NV Blue masses on rock, w/brochantite & wad. $8.50 $13.25
CYMRITE - CA White coatings on, & grains in, rock. 12mm $5.00. $8.50 $13.25 $16.25 $26.00 $40.00
CYRILOVITE - Aust. Yellow coatings on hematite-goethite rock. $32.00
DACHIARDITE-(Ca) -OR Tiny white radial aggregates w/mordenite in basalt. $26.00 $26.00
DACHIARDITE-(Na) -Italy Red to pink radial fibrous masses on/in matrix, w/mordenite assoc. $26.00 $32.00
DALYITE - Norway Light brown masses in granite, sparse. $48.00 $83.00
DATOLITE - CA Small sparkling clear xls on rock, some bruising. $26.00
DATOLITE - CA Clear to white xls & xline masses on rock, not rich. $3.00 $5.00 $8.50 $16.25 $18.25 $22.00
DAVREUXlTE – Belgium TL. White fibrous masses in quartz. $32.00 $48.00
DAWSONITE - Italy Small white acicular aggregates on rock. $16.25 $26.00
DEERITE - CA TL. Minute black xls w/zussmanite, etc., in quartz. $8.50 $13.25 $26.00 $32.00 $48.00
DELHAYELITE - Russia Colorless to pale brown cleavages w/assoc. 6mm or fic $26.00.
DESAUTELSITE - CA Bright orange-brown coatings on rock. $32.00
DEWINDTITE- France Yellow xline coatings on rock. (R) $16.25 $26.00 $32.00 $42.00
DIADOCHITE - Belgium Var. DESTINEZITE. Gray-white amorphous masses. $8.50 $16.25 $32.00
DIADOCHITE - CA Glassy dark brown fragments to 1cm, minor rock. Vial $4.00.
DICKITE - Belgium White micro-xline masses on/in rock. $32.00 $48.00
DICKITE - Korea White earthy masses, rich. $4.00 $5.25 $8.50 $16.25
DIGENITE - MT Blue-black metallic, very rich, with minor pyrite, quartz. $13.25 $16.25 $32.00 $40.00 $48.00
DIGENITE - MT Blue-black metallic, w/assoc. $8.50 $13.25 $26.00 $32.00 $40.00 $62.00
DIOPTASE - AZ (Mammoth-St. Anthony Mine) A few micro xls on matrix. 1 - 2cm $8.50.
DIOPTASE - AZ Micro blue-green xls on rock, moderate coverage, w/assoc. $16.25
DIOPTASE - Congo Small green-blue xls on xline, some surface staining. 1 to 2cm $13.25. $28.00
DIOPTASE - Congo Green-blue xline masses w/rock. 1 to 2cm $8.50. $18.25 $22.00
DIOPTASE - Namibia (Tsumeb) Tiny blue-green xls & sections on/with dolomite, in rock. 2cm $6.50 $10.25
DIOPTASE - Namibia Blue-green xline masses w/rock. 1 to 6mm in a vial $10.25; 1 – 2cm $6.50.
DOMEYKITE - MI Brassy metallic w/quartz.  Size D and E are tarnished. $8.50 $13.25 $16.25 $26.00 $40.00
DUFTITE - AZ Green coatings on rock. $8.50 $13.25 $22.00 $28.00 $40.00
DUFTITE - England Green coatings on iron-stained quartz. $6.50 $8.50 $22.00 $26.00 $32.00
DUFTITE - Namibia TL. Light green micro xls w/assoc. on matrix. Lean. $26.00 $32.00 $40.00 $55.00
DUGGANITE - AZ Minute (30X) pale yellow xls on rock, sparse. $40.00 $69.00 $140.00
DUNDASITE – Aust. TL.  Tiny white spherules & radial masses on gossan. Fic $13.25. $32.00 $40.00 $55.00 $62.00
DYPINGITE - CA White crusts of tiny xl aggregates on rock. $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $16.25 $26.00 $42.00
EASTONITE - PA TL.  Small yellow-green cleavages in serpentine, w/molybdenite.  Lean. $8.50 $13.25
EGLESTONITE - NV Yellow earthy w/cinnabar on rock. $16.25 $26.00 $32.00 $48.00
ELPIDITE - Norway Tiny tan fibrous cleavages, sparse, in rock. $6.50 $13.25 $26.00 $28.00 $40.00 $62.00
ELLENBERGERITE - Italy TL. Tiny purple glassy grains in matrix. 1cm or 1.5cm $55.00.
EMMONSITE - NV Green coatings on rock. $6.50 $7.00 $8.50 $13.25 $22.00 $40.00
EMPLECTITE - France Black metallic w/assoc. in baryte, lean. 1 to 2cm $8.50. $32.00 $32.00 $48.00
ENSTATITE - OR  Var. Bronzite.  Tiny brown glassy xls, w/assoc., on andesine. M/MP 

    This material was formerly listed as “hypersthene” and/or “ferrosilite”. $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $16.25 $26.00 $40.00
EPISTOLITE - Greenland Pearly tan micaceous cleavages in matrix. 2 to 3cm $32.00 each.
ERDITE - CA TL. Small coppery-bronze metallic masses in rock, lean. $83.00
ERIONITE - OR Tiny silky over-growths on levyne on rock. $6.50 $7.00 $8.50 $13.25 $26.00 $42.00
ESKOLAITE - Guyana Black sub-metallic stream-worn masses, intermixed w/other 

    chromium minerals.  5mm $8.50; 7mm $16.25. 
ESPERITE - NJ TL. White massive in Franklin ore. Lean. (F) yellow. $6.50 $8.50
EUCLASE - Brazil (TL?) Water-clear striated single xl. 1cm $13.25; 6mm $8.50.

    Xl portions as above, 7 to 15mm $6.50.
EUCRYPTITE - SD Gray-white masses in altered spodumene. (F) red. $5.00 $6.50 $8.50 $13.25
EUCRYPTITE - Zimbabwe White massive w/bikitaite. (F) magenta. $4.00 $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $16.25
EUDIALYTE - Canada Pitchy brown xline masses in rock. Rich. $3.00 $5.00 $6.50 $13.25 $16.25 $32.00
EUDIALYTE - Sweden Dull pink masses scattered in rock. $5.25 $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $16.25 $26.00
EUDIDYMITE - Norway Small white cleavages or micro xls in nepheline syenite. $40.00 $46.00
EUXENITE-(Y) – Madagascar. Crude incomplete xls w/oxidation coatings. (R) $26.00
EUXENITE-(Y) - Norway Pitchy black fragments w/rock. (R) Vial $5.00, ten vials $30.00. $6.50
EUXENITE-(Y) - Norway Pitchy black masses in rock. (R) $6.50 $8.50 $26.00 $40.00
FAUSTITE - NV TL. Green massive w/montmorillonite on rock. $8.50 $13.25 $16.25 $26.00 $40.00 $48.00
FERBERITE - CO Black xline masses on rock. $5.00 $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $16.25
FERGUSONITE-(Y) - Var. RISORITE. Pitchy black masses, some rock. 
  Norway     2cm $6.50; 1cm $4.00; 1 to 2cm 10/$31.00.



NAME & LOCALITY DESCRIPTION   A   B    C  D   E F
FERRIERITE - CA Radial aggregates of tiny pink to white xls. MMP 12mm $6.50 each.
FERRIERITE - Canada Pearly white to reddish radial on chalcedony. $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $22.00
FERRIMOLYBDITE - Yellow films w/molybdenite on rock. $3.00 $5.00 $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $22.00
  Canada, UT
FERRINATRITE - Chile (TL?) Glassy cleavages in copiapite, etc. $13.25 $16.25 $40.00 $55.00
FERSMITE - Congo Brown single xls. Intimate inter-growth w/pyrochlore. 1mm $13.25 each.
FERSMITE - Italy  A pale yellow micro xl on albite. 12mm to 20mm $42.00 each.
FIBROFERRITE - Various Tan to gray xline to powdery. 2cm $6.50.  Fines in vial $5.00. $8.50 $16.25 $33.00 $42.00 $62.00
FLORENCITE-(Nd) - CA TL. Brown earthy in rock. $8.50 $13.25 $16.25 $26.00
FLUELLITE - Australia Druses of colorless micro xls on limonite, lean. $26.00 $40.00
FLUOBORITE - CA White to lavender fibrous masses. (F) cream-yellow. $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $22.00 $28.00
FLUOBORITE - NV White fine-grained masses w/ludwigite in marble. $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $26.00 $40.00
FLUOBORITE - Sweden TL. Thin white crusts or tiny seams in ludwigite/rock. $7.00 $10.25
FOSHAGITE - CA TL. White fibrous w/rock. $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $22.00 $28.00 $40.00
FRANCKEITE - CA Black cleavages in rock, lean. $8.50 $16.25 $32.00
FRANZINITE - Italy TL. Glassy to opaque white xls or sections on xline to xlized vesuvianite

   and/or grossular. 4x5cm to 5x6cm $48.00 or $42.00.
FRESNOITE - CA TL. Tiny yellow grains in rock. May need magnification. Sparse. (F)yellow. $13.25 $13.25 $16.25
FRIEDELITE - NJ Brown to orange-brown fine-grained xline in calcite/rhodonite matrix.  The

   friedelite may be intermixed with the rhodonite, but visible. Plentiful. $6.50 $13.25 $20.00 $34.00 $45.00
GADOLINITE-(Ce) - Nor. Small pitchy brown-black masses in oligoclase. $69.00 $69.00
GADOLINITE-(Y) - Nor. Pitchy black masses. 2cm $16.25; 12mm $13.25.
GADOLINITE-(Y) - Swed. TL. Small pitchy black sections in pegmatite. $5.25 $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $16.25
GAGEITE - RSA White fibrous masses w/manganoan diaspore. 1cm $35.00.
GAHNITE - N. Carolina Blue-black incomplete xl fragments, minor matrix. 1cm $5.00; 6mm $3.00.
GALAXITE - N. Carolina TL. Tiny black grains in carbonatite, w/black grains of 

    psilomelane & jacobsite. Hard to distinguish. $13.25 $18.25 $26.00 $32.00
GANOPHYLLITE - Italy Small tan bladed xls in quartz. 1.5cm $13.25. $32.00
GARNIERITE - OR Apple-green amorphous, in rock. $6.50 $8.50 $11.50 $18.75 $31.00 $50.00
GASPEITE - Canada TL. Green xline masses, minor rock. $8.50 $13.25 $16.25 $26.00 $40.00
GAYLUSSITE - CA Loose single xls. The larger xls are skeletal. .

    4cm $13.25; 2cm $6.50; 12mm $4.00 $8.50
GEARKSUTITE - CO White masses, pure. (F)+LW pale yellow. $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $16.25 $28.00 $48.00
GEDRITE - Norway Gray-brown coarse fibrous masses, minor biotite. $5.00 $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $26.00 $32.00
GEOCRONITE - France Gray metallic masses, minor baryte associated. 1.5cm $6.50. $16.25 $36.00
GEOCRONITE - Italy Gray metallic masses, with pyrite in quartz-baryte matrix. $13.25 $28.00
GEOCRONITE - Italy Nearly pure gray-black masses. 3x4cm $26.00; 2cm $13.25; 1.5cm $8.50. $16.25
GERASIMOVSKITE - Rus. White to brown pearly cleavages in ussingite, etc. 1 to 2cm $48.00 each.
GERMANITE - Namibia TL. Lavender-gray metallic w/tennantite, etc. Vial $13.25; 1cm $8.50.
GERSDORFFITE - CA Tiny bright grains w/molybdenite in rock. $5.00 $6.50 $8.50
GILLESPITE - CA Small red cleavages in rock, lean. $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $16.25
GILLESPITE - CA Tiny red cleavages in rock. $4.00 $5.00 $8.50 $13.25 $16.25 $32.00
GILSONITE - UT (Hydrocarbon) Black asphaltic masses. $3.00 $5.00 $6.50
GIUSEPPETTITE - Italy TL. Small pale blue glassy fragments in sanidinite. $69.00
GLAUCOCERINITE -Nor. Turquoise-blue crusts on matrix. 1cm $16.25. $42.00 $83.00
GMELINITE - OR White xls, w/analcime, on basalt. One xl per specimen. $13.25
GONNARDITE - Norway Var. RANITE. Reddish masses w/nepheline, etc. $5.00 $6.50 $13.25 $16.25 $26.00 $40.00
GORCEIXITE – France Orange-brown masses w/kaolinite in quartz. $6.50 $8.50 $16.25 $32.00 $42.00 $83.00
GORDAITE - Greece Colorless pearly micro (15X) xls on matrix, plentiful. 2cm $10.25 each.
GORMANITE - Canada TL.  Green fibrous, inter-grown w/souzalite, on siderite. $69.00
GOSLARITE - NV White powdery masses, coatings on rock. Somewhat fragile. $16.25 $26.00 $40.00
GOTZENITE - Norway Light brown opaque xl sections or masses in matrix. Rare, not pretty. $83.00 $140.00
GOUDEYITE - Nevada TL. Green coatings on rock. $83.00
GRAFTONITE - NH, SD Brown lamellar masses, some associates. 2cm $6.50. $7.00 $8.50 $13.25 $22.00
GRATONITE - Peru TL. Gray metallic xl groups. 5mm to 10mm $16.25 each.
GREENOCKITE - PA Thin earthy yellow coatings on rock, sparse. $13.25 $26.00
GRIPHITE - SD TL. Brown resinous masses, some associates. $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $22.00 $28.00 $40.00
GUDMUNDITE - CZ Gray metallic masses in quartz, plentiful. 2X3cm $79.00 $48.00
GYROLITE - CA White spherulitic films on serpentine.  1.5 to 2cm $4.00 $5.25 $18.25 $32.00
GYROLITE - OR Xl aggregates, in vugs in basalt. 2.5x2.5cm to 2.5x4cm  $8.50;  

    5x5cm $13.25, $8.50; 5x7.5cm $16.25, $13.25. $6.50 $8.50 $8.50 $11.00 $16.25 $28.00
HAGGITE - SD Black masses, inter-grown w/paramontroseite in sandstone. Fic $8.50.
HAIWEEITE - CA TL. Yellow coatings, mod. lean, on granite. We formerly listed this as “uranophane”. $4.00 $6.50 $10.75 $16.25 $26.00 $40.00
HANNEBACHITE - Germ. TL. Colorless micro xls in vugs in rock. $40.00 $40.00
HARDYSTONITE - NJ (TL) White massive w/franklinite, etc. (F) purple. $4.00 $5.00 $8.50 $13.25 $16.25
HARMOTOME - Scotland White xls on calcite. $6.50 $13.25 $16.25 $26.00 $28.00 $40.00
HAWLEYITE - Nevada Orange coatings on rock, moderately lean. 2cm $6.50; 1cm $5.00. $8.50 $13.25 $16.25 $40.00
HAYNESITE - Utah TL. Yellow coatings on rock. 1cm to 1.5cm $8.50.
HEAZLEWOODITE- Aust. TL. Bronze metallic grains in rock. 3X4cm $32.00. $26.00
HECTORITE - CA TL. White earthy masses. (F)+LW yellow. $5.00 $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $16.25
HEDYPHANE - Sweden TL. White masses w/hausmannite. $16.25 $32.00 $48.00
HEINRICHITE - OR TL. Pale yellow xline to xlized on rock. (R) (F)+LW greenish. $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $16.25 $26.00 $40.00
HELIOPHYLLITE - Greece Micro (20X) xl aggregates w/laurionite in slag. 1.5cm $28.00. $32.00
HELLANDITE-(Y) - Canada Gray-brown compact masses, rich. $20.00 $40.00
HELLANDITE-(Y) - Italy Pale brown micro xls in albite. 2cm $13.25. $26.00



NAME & LOCALITY DESCRIPTION   A   B    C  D   E F
HELLYERITE – Aust. TL. Light green earthy coatings on serpentine. $42.00 $69.00
HELVITE - NM Brown xline w/fluorite in magnetite. $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $16.25 $26.00
HENDRICKSITE - NJ TL. Brown-black cleavages in Franklin ore. $8.50 $13.25 $26.00 $40.00
HETEROGENITE - NV Black veinlets & masses in limestone. $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $16.25 $26.00 $40.00
HETEROSITE - NH Brown to purple masses, some assoc. 2cm $3.00; 1cm $2.75.
HEWETTITE - CO Red-brown earthy in sandstone, lean. $6.50 $7.00 $8.50 $14.00 $16.25
HEXAHYDRITE - Can. White crude xl groups, ps. after epsomite. Fragments in vial $5.00. $6.50 $8.50 $13.25
HEXAHYDRITE - UT White fibrous masses w/clay, ps. after epsomite. Fiv $5.00; 2cm $4.00. $5.00 $6.50
HIDALGOITE - UT Yellow-green cellular masses, w/minor iron oxides. $8.50 $13.25 $16.25 $40.00 $62.00
HIORTDAHLITE-1 - Nor. TL. Yellow-brown masses in nepheline syenite. $16.25 $32.00 $48.00 $62.00
HISINGERITE - CA Thin vitreous black coatings on basalt. $8.50 $8.50 $13.25 $13.25 $16.25 $32.00
HOLLANDITE - Norway Black fibrous veins & masses on & in rock. $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $22.00 $28.00
HOLLANDITE - Sweden Gray-black prismatic masses, rich, w/quartz. $13.25 $13.25 $42.00
HOLMQUISTITE – Aust. Coarse blue prismatic xl sections partly replaced by white clay, in talc. $48.00
HOLTEDAHLITE - Nor. TL. Small colorless masses, w/althausite, etc. in serpentine. $42.00 $69.00
HOMILITE - Norway Small greasy brown masses in nepheline syenite. $48.00 $69.00 $97.00
HOWIEITE - CA TL. Tiny black radial sprays & aggregates on & in schist. $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $16.25 $26.00 $40.00
HÜBNERITE - ID Reddish-brown in quartz, w/assoc. $5.25 $7.00 $8.50 $13.25 $16.25 $32.00
HÜBNERITE - NV Brown to black xline masses in quartz. $4.00 $5.25 $8.50 $13.25 $16.25
HUMMERITE - CO TL. Orange xline coatings on sandstone. 2cm $8.50; 12mm $6.50. $26.00
HUNTITE - CA Crestmore. White compact vein in rock. (Only one of each size available) $8.50 $13.25 $18.25 $32.00 $48.00 $55.00
HUNTITE - NV TL. White chalky masses on & in magnesite. $5.00 $6.50 $13.25 $16.25 $26.00
HYDROBORACITE - CA Compact fibrous masses w/clay, rich. $6.50 $7.00 $8.50 $13.25 $16.25 $32.00
HYDROCERUSSITE – Eng. Greasy white masses w/manganese oxides. $28.00 $40.00 $48.00 $100.00
HYDROHETAEROLITE – NJ Black masses, altered from franklinite, with minor assoc.  1cm $6.50 each.
HYDROTALCITE - Norway TL. White pearly masses w/lizardite. $6.50 $8.50 $16.25 $26.00 $40.00 $62.00
IDRIALITE - CA Yellow waxy on & in sandstone, very lean. (F)+LW blue/white to yellow/green. $4.00 $5.00 $5.25

    Richer than above, 12mm $5.00.
IIMORIITE-(Y) - Sweden Beige masses w/assoc. in rock. 1.5cm $13.25; 6mm pieces in vial $8.50.
ILSEMANNITE - UT Bluish earthy masses, w/jordisite, minor rock. Fines in vial $5.00. $6.50 $8.50 $16.25
INDERITE - CA Glassy xl prisms. 2cm $6.50; 12mm $5.00; 6mm $3.00; fragments in vial $6.50.
INDERITE - CA Glassy xl sections in somewhat friable marl. $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $26.00 $40.00
INESITE - CA Pink xline masses w/rock. $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $22.00 $26.00
INYOITE - CA Glassy xline masses w/marl. $6.50 $8.50 $14.00 $26.00 $40.00 $62.00
IODARGYRITE - Aust. Colorless to yellowish masses on gossan. Size B & E are moderately lean, C is rich. $13.25 $32.00 $42.00

   Tiny xls, xl portions, and/or xline masses on rock. 1.5 to 2cm $6.50.
IRANITE - Iran TL. Small orange to orange-brown xls & sections on rock. $48.00 $69.00
IRON - China METEORIC.  Oxidized fragments w/assoc. 1cm $5.00; Vial $8.50.
IRON - Russia TERRESTRIAL. Micro grains in rock.  6mm $8.50.
ISOKITE - Portugal Small white earthy masses on Fe & Mn oxides. Lean. 1-2cm $42.00.
IWAKIITE - Japan TL. Black sub-metallic masses w/rhodonite in rock. $48.00
JAHNSITE-(MnMnMn) - TL. Buff-colored masses in wad. Jahnsite-hureaulite
     California    inter-mixture, formerly called salmonsite. $8.50 $10.00 $13.25 $16.25
JALPAITE - Mex. Black masses, w/chrysocolla in rock. 2cm $8.50. $8.50 $13.25
JANHAUGITE - Norway TL. Tiny red-brown glassy grains in granite, sparse. $28.00 $55.00
JEREMEJEVITE - Single slender colorless xls with good terminations. 
    Namibia     6 to 8mm $22.00 or $16.25; 6mm $13.25; 4mm $9.00.
JEREMEJEVITE - Single slender pale to medium blue glassy etched prisms, may have 
   Namibia    distorted or partial termination.  7 to 10mm $26.00; 

    6 to 10mm $20.00; 3 to 10mm $11.00.
JOAQUINITE-(Ce)-CA Micro honey-brown xls and sections on matrix. Priced according to the number

    of xls per specimen (in parenthesis):  (20 to 30) sizes from 8mm to F $85.00.
   (10+) sizes C or D $75.00; (7 to 10xls) sizes B or E $65.00;
   (5 or 6) sizes 2cm up to size E $55.00; (4xls) size D or E $40.00;
   (2 or 3) sizes B, C, and D $35.00; (one) sizes B,C,D,E $25.00;
    Loose xls, about 1/2mm, may have minor matrix, $8.50 each.

JOHANNSENITE - Japan Brown to gray-green fibrous compact, with manganese stain. $4.00 $5.00 $8.50 $13.25 $16.25 $32.00
JOHANNSENITE - Mex. Brown xline w/quartz, etc. $3.00 $4.00 $6.50 $8.50 $13.25
JOSEITE-(B?) -Canada (TL?) Bright metallic grains, w/bismuthinite, in quartz. Sparse. $8.50 $13.25 $16.25 $32.00 $42.00
JUNITOITE - AZ Small lavender or colorless xls or xl sections on rock. $32.00 $48.00 $48.00
KAERSUTITE - AZ Glassy black xl sections in rock. $5.00 $6.50 $13.25 $16.25 $26.00
KAERSUTITE - Italy Black xl fragments w/lava coatings. 6mm $4.00; 12mm $5.00.
KALIBORITE - Russia Glassy xline masses, rich, w/clay, etc. $16.25 $32.00 $48.00
KALINITE - NV Glassy to opaque xline masses, vial $5.00. $5.00 $6.50 $8.50 $16.25 $32.00
KALIOPHILITE - Italy Small xls on rock. $62.00
KALIPYROCHLORE -Congo A light brown xl portion. 3mm $16.25.
KALSILITE - Italy Tiny xls w/melilite, etc., on rock. $32.00 $55.00
KANONAITE - Belgium Minute (25X) green to black xl sections in rock. 1.5cm $33.00.
KARPATITE - CA Pale yellow fibrous on rock (20% coverage). (F)+LW blue-white. $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $16.25 $26.00 $42.00
KASOLITE - NV Tiny yellow xls or coatings on limestone. (R) $5.00 $5.25 $7.00 $8.50 $13.25
KECKITE - Germany TL. Brown glassy micro xls on matrix. $42.00
KELDYSHITE - Norway Tan to chalky white masses in nepheline syenite. $42.00 $42.00 $83.00
KENTROLITE - Sweden Black metallic grains w/manganophyllite & calcite.            $8.50 $13.25 $26.00 $40.00 $48.00 $89.00
KERMESITE - Mexico Minute (20X) radial sprays, ps. after stibnite, in

    native antimony-valentinite matrix. $8.50 $16.25



NAME & LOCALITY DESCRIPTION   A   B    C  D   E F
KERNITE - CA TL. Elongated colorless prismatic cleavages, sizes very inexact. $3.00 $6.50 $13.25 $26.00
KINGITE - Australia TL. White chalky w/clay.  6mm $10.75. $34.00 $62.00
KINOITE - AZ Deep blue micro xls on rock, some associates. $35.00 $48.00 $62.00 $91.00
KINOSHITALITE - Japan Small pale brown cleavages in tephroite, lean. $40.00
KLEBELSBERGITE - Italy Tiny needle xls on stibnite or quartz. $40.00 $48.00 $77.00
KLEINITE - NV Yellow on & in sandstone. $22.00 $29.00 $44.00
KORNELITE - CA Lavender fibrous masses in sinter. 12mm $7.00. $13.25 $16.25 $26.00 $48.00
KOVDORSKITE - Russia TL. Pink xline masses w/minor assoc. 6mm $62.00 each.
KRAUSKOPFITE - CA TL. Transparent masses or veinlets in rock. $26.00 $29.00
KRÖHNKITE - Chile TL. Blue fibrous masses, some rock. 2cm $8.50, 10/$48.00. $13.25 $16.25 $32.00
KRUPKAITE - CZ TL. Gray metallic, sparse, in quartz. $83.00
KTENASITE - AZ Tiny blue xl aggregates w/assoc. on rock. $26.00 $48.00
KULANITE - Canada TL. Deep blue xls up to 5mm on matrix, some assoc. $115.00
KUPLETSKITE - Norway A small dark brown lamellar mass in granite. $26.00
KUPLETSKITE - Russia TL.  Dark brown bladed or tan earthy altered coatings in matrix. Lean. $26.00 $42.00 $48.00
KURNAKOVITE - CA Colorless glassy, w/clay inclusions. $5.00 $6.50 $13.25 $16.25 $26.00 $40.00
KUTNOHORITE - Italy Tiny brown xline spherules on aragonite xls in geodes. Matched pair. $22.00
KYANITE – Tanzania Imperfect but very nice deep honey-brown twin xls, no matrix. 1.5 to 3cm $90.00 ea.
LAFFITTITE - Chile One minute (25X magnification needed) grain in rock. 1cm $55.00.
LAMPROPHYLLITE – Russ. TL. Dark golden-brown bladed micaceous in gneiss. 2cm $8.50; 12mm $6.50. $42.00
LANGBEINITE – NM Colorless to pinkish xline masses, some intermixed halite and/or sylvite. $4.00 $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $18.25 $22.00
LANGITE – France Blue coatings on rock. $16.25 $32.00 $48.00 $69.00
LATIUMITE – Italy Small frosted prismatic xls in vugs in rock. $48.00 $62.00
LAVENDULAN – Aust. Blue coatings on rock, lean. $13.25 $16.25 $32.00 $48.00
LAWSONITE – CA TL. Small pink to blue xls on glaucophane schist. Larger available, ask. $8.50 $10.25 $16.25 $26.00 $35.00 $55.00
LAWSONITE – CA TL. Pale pink to blue xl sections &/or masses, on/in glaucophane schist. $3.00 $5.00 $6.50 $10.00 $14.00
LAWSONITE – CA TL. Lilac to blue, or pale pink xl sections w/minor mica. 

    1cm $8.50; 6mm $6.50; 2mm to 5mm, 3/$6.50.
LAWSONITE – CA TL. Xline masses &/or xl sections in muscovite-glaucophane-chlorite. $3.00 $4.00 $6.50 $16.25 $20.00 $26.00
LAWSONITE – CA Pale pink xline masses with glaucophane schist. $4.00 $5.25 $6.50 $10.00  
LAWSONITE – CA Very pale pink xlized masses w/glaucophane schist. 2cm $2.75. $3.00 $5.00 $6.50 $8.50
LEAD – Sweden Gray masses in hausmannite ore, lean. $16.25 $29.00 $40.00
LEGRANDITE – Mex. Canary-yellow xls & sections scattered on limonite. $8.50 $13.25 $22.00 $26.00
LETOVICITE – CA Micro colorless hexagonal plates on mascagnite. 1cm $16.25; Fic $8.50.
LEUCOPHOSPHITE – SD Tiny gray/purple xls, sparse, on matrix. $18.25 $26.00 $26.00
LEVYNE – OR Small white bladed xls in vesicles in basalt. $6.50 $7.00 $8.50 $16.25 $26.00 $40.00
LINDGRENITE – AZ Tiny green scaly xl sections on rock. 2cm $8.50 $13.25 $16.25 $26.00 $40.00
LIOTTITE – Italy TL. Small xls in vugs in matrix. $48.00 $62.00
LIPSCOMBITE – NV Small gray-green to brown aggregates on matrix. $32.00 $55.00
LITHIOPHILITE – AZ Orange massive, w/wad & quartz. $5.00 $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $16.25
LITHIOPHILITE – Namibia Olive-green masses w/heterosite & muscovite. Unusual color for this species.             $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $18.25 $26.00 $42.00
LITHIOPHORITE – CA Black crusts on rock. $8.50 $13.25 $16.25 $26.00 $40.00 $48.00
LÖLLINGITE – SD Silver-gray metallic masses, rich. $6.50 $13.25 $26.00 $40.00
LOMONOSOVITE – Russia Brown lamellar cleavages, minor assoc. 1cm $16.25.
LOPARITE-(Ce) – Norway Pitchy masses in nepheline syenite. $32.00 $32.00 $62.00
LORANDITE – Greece TL. Deep red cleavable grains in orpiment. $40.00 $62.00 $83.00 $115.00
LORENZENITE – Norway Yellow to brown xline w/assoc. 3x3cm to 5x7cm $79.00;

    2.5x5cm to 4x5cm $55.00.
LOUGHLINITE – WY White fibrous veinlets in shale, may have shortite associated. $8.50 $8.50 $13.25 $26.00 $40.00 $62.00
LUESHITE – Congo TL. Single black cubes. 5mm $48.00 each.
LUETHEITE – AZ TL. Minute (20X) pale green to blue xline aggregates on rock, very sparse. $18.25 $18.25
MACDONALDITE – CA TL. Tiny white radial aggregates on rock. $8.50 $8.50 $13.25 $26.00
MACFALLITE – MI TL. Brown massive w/braunite in calcite. $13.25 $16.25 $32.00 $48.00 $69.00
MACKAYITE – NV TL. Minute olive-green xls on rock, lean. $8.50 $13.25 $26.00
MAGADIITE – CA White earthy w/rock. $8.50 $13.25 $26.00 $40.00 $48.00 $69.00
MAGNESIOCHROMITE - Maryland.  Black xline masses w/minor serpentine, etc. $6.50 $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $22.00
MAGNESIOFERRITE - Tiny black xl sections in calcite, with pyrochlore associated.
   Germany      1cm to 1.5cm $8.50 each.
MAGNETOPLUMBITE - Sweden. TL. Black metallic grains in manganophyllite, with calcite. $16.25 $26.00 $40.00 $48.00 $69.00 $91.00
MALAYAITE – England Glassy xline in rock.  (F) yellow-green $8.50 $16.25 $26.00 $40.00 $69.00
MANGANO-
  CUMMINGTONITE- India.  Var. TIRODITE. Gray w/hydrotalcite & lizardite. $6.50 $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $16.25
MANASSEITE – Norway TL. Gray masses inter-mixed w/hydrotalcite & lizardite. $8.50 $13.25 $19.25 $40.00 $48.00
MANGANITE – Canada Shiny black xls on rock. Attractive. $42.00
MANGANITE – Canada Shiny black xls & masses on rock. $5.00 $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $16.25
MANGANOGRUNERITE - Gray-brown fibrous masses, rich.  3x15cm $62.00; 3x7cm $32.00; 
   Sweden     3 to 4cm $13.25; $8.50
MANJIROITE – AZ Fibrous black masses, w/assoc., in calcite. 1 to 2cm $10.25 $13.25 $48.00
MANSFIELDITE – OR TL. Cellular gray to white masses w/assoc. $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $22.00 $28.00 $40.00
MARGARITE – MA Pink foliated in chlorite. 2cm $5.00 $5.00 $6.50
MARICITE – Canada TL. Gray xline masses w/minor associates. 2cm $55.00. $77.00
MARSTURITE – Italy Orange fibrous masses on matrix. 2cm $23.00; 1cm $13.25. $28.00 $40.00
MASCAGNITE – CA Cellular white to gray-white masses.  4X8cm $40.00. $8.50 $13.25 $26.00 $40.00 $48.00
MASSICOT – ID Pale yellow coatings on cerussite. 2cm $5.00. $13.25 $16.25 $32.00 $32.00
MASSICOT – Mex. Yellow to yellow-green coatings on rock. $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $22.00 $28.00



NAME & LOCALITY DESCRIPTION   A   B    C  D   E F
MATLOCKITE – Greece Minute yellowish xls on slag. 1cm or 1.5cm $62.00.
MATULAITE – PA TL. Minute white xline aggregates on limonite. 2cm $26.00 $40.00
MAXWELLITE – NM TL. Orange-red micro xls in matrix. Sparse. 2cm $26.00; 8mm $13.25.
MCGUINNESSITE – CA TL. Pale blue radial fibrous aggregates on rock. $13.25 $16.25 $32.00 $48.00 $69.00
MEDAITE – Italy TL. Dark orange-red xline in matrix. 2x10mm $40.00. $48.00
MEDAITE – Italy Orange-brown glassy grains w/marsturite in rock. $28.00
MELANOCERITE-(Ce) - Canada.  Brown to black grains & masses in matrix. $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $22.00 $28.00 $40.00
MELANOPHLOGITE - Italy.  Tiny glassy spherules on rock. $32.00 $48.00
MELANOVANADITE –Peru TL. Black granular in vial. $8.50.
MELANTERITE – Japan Green masses in a sealed container. Vial $6.50. $8.50
MELILITE – Italy TL. Small brown xls w/assoc. on rock. M/MP $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $22.00 $28.00 $40.00
MELIPHANITE – Nor. Yellow xl portions in nepheline syenite. $62.00 $62.00 $62.00 $62.00
MENDIPITE – England TL. Pale pink to white striated masses w/assoc. 12mm $16.25; Fines in vial $10.25.
MENEGHINITE – CA Gray fibrous metallic masses in rock. $3.00 $5.00 $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $22.00
MENEGHINITE – Can. Gray xline w/sphalerite in quartz. $4.00 $6.50 $8.50 $22.00 $32.00 $48.00
MERLINOITE – Italy TL. Tiny hemispherical aggregates, white or translucent xls, lean. Possible assoc. $26.00 $42.00 $42.00 $62.00
MERWINITE – CA Gray massive w/vesuvianite, calcite, etc. $5.00 $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $16.25
MESSELITE – Germany TL. Brown aggregates of bladed xls. 1mm to 3mm 2/$5.00.
METACINNABAR – CA Small black xls on rock. $8.50 $13.25 $26.00 $40.00 $48.00 $69.00
METACINNABAR – CA Metallic black on/in rock. $5.00 $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $16.25 $26.00
METAHEWETTITE – UT Red-brown xline w/corvusite in rock. $5.00 $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $16.25
METASIDERONATRITE - Chile.  TL. Orange-yellow fibrous w/other sulfates. $8.50 $13.25 $22.00 $32.00 $40.00 $69.00
METASTIBNITE – NV TL. Red coatings intermixed w/cinnabar on sinter. $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $22.00 $28.00 $40.00
METAVARISCITE – UT TL. Tiny colorless to pale green xls or xline masses w/variscite on chert. $8.50 $13.25 $26.00 $40.00 $48.00
METAVARISCITE – UT TL. Green masses, may have variscite associated, with quartz/chert. $6.50 $10.25 $18.00
METAVOLTINE – CA Ochre-colored masses w/other sulfates. $8.50 $13.25 $26.00 $40.00
METAZEUNERITE – CA Tiny green plates on rock. Moderately sparse. $3.00 $5.00
MEYERHOFFERITE – CA TL. Reticulated primary xls w/clay. (F) LW pale blue, weak SW.  15mm $5.00 $6.50
MEYERHOFFERITE – CA TL. White glassy to fibrous masses w/clay. (F) LW pale blue, weak SW. $5.00 $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $16.25
MICROSOMMITE – Italy TL. Tiny sharp glassy xls in vugs in lava. $26.00 $32.00 $48.00
MILARITE – Namibia Chartreuse green xl fragments. 1cm $8.50; 6mm $5.00;1 to 5mm 3/$5.00.
MILLISITE – UT TL. Tiny white compact fibrous masses in crandallite, etc., lean. $8.50 $13.25 $26.00
MINYULITE – Aust. TL. White glassy radial masses on limonite. $26.00 $48.00
MINYULITE – France Gray-white radial fibrous coating rock. $48.00
MISERITE – AR TL. Lavender masses w/wollastonite. (F) yellow. $6.50 $8.50 $13.25
MIXlTE – UT Blue-green xline on quartz. $8.50 $13.25 $26.00 $40.00 $48.00
MONAZITE-(Ce) – NM Brown xl portions. 2cm $8.50, 10/$51.00; 12mm $6.50, 10/ $39.00. $13.25
MONAZITE-(Ce) – Nor. Brown xl portions. 2cm $16.25; 1.5cm $13.25.
MONAZITE-(Ce) – Nor. Red-brown xl fragments.  2cm $9.00; 1cm $7.50. $13.25
MONETITE – CA Tan coatings on newberyite ps. after struvite xls. $26.00
MONTESOMMAITE –Italy TL. A glassy micro xl on matrix. 7mm $100.00.
MONTICELLITE – CA Crestmore. Tan to brown xline w/calcite, etc. $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $22.00 $28.00 $40.00
MONTMORILLONITE-(Ca) Arizona.  White earthy masses. $3.00 $5.00 $6.50
MONTROSEITE – CO Black w/corvusite impregnating sandstone. $8.50 $13.25 $26.00 $40.00 $48.00 $69.00
MONTROYDITE – CA Tiny orange-brown acicular xls, sparse, on matrix. $42.00 $48.00
MOOIHOEKITE – Russia Micro grains in chalcopyrite.  1.5cm $55.00 or $83.00; 1cm $32.00.
MORDENITE – Canada White acicular xls, some stained, on & in basalt. $3.00 $5.00 $6.50 $13.25
MORDENITE – OR White cottony masses in vesicular basalt. $5.00 $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $16.25 $26.00
MORDENITE – Various White acicular to cottony, sometimes stained, on matrix. $5.00 $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $16.25
MOSANDRITE – Norway TL. Light brown xl portions in rock. $26.00 $35.00 $48.00
MOSANDRITE – Norway Brown masses in nepheline syenite, lean. 1.5cm $5.00. $13.25 $26.00 $35.00 $48.00
MOTTRAMITE – AZ Drusy black xls w/vanadinite, on rock. $5.00 $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $16.25 $26.00
MOTUKOREAITE - New Zealand.  TL. White earthy cementing tuff. $32.00 $55.00 $83.00 $115.00
MUIRITE – CA TL. Tiny orange grains in sanbornite rock. $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $22.00 $28.00 $40.00
MURMANITE – Russia Micaceous plates, some altered, w/aegirine in ussingite. 

    2cm $13.25; 1.5cm $8.50. $62.00
NACAPHITE – Russia Colorless glassy masses in matrix.  1.5cm $58.00.
NADORITE – Algeria TL. Brown to tan masses, rich. $16.25 $26.00
NAHCOLITE – CA Off-white xlized masses. $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $22.00 $28.00
NAHCOLITE – CO White to brown cleavable w/bitumen stain. $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $22.00 $28.00
NAKAURIITE – Japan TL. Blue xline coatings on serpentine. 12mm $8.50. $16.25 $26.00 $40.00
NAKAURIITE – NV Pale blue coatings w/brucite & rock. $16.25 $26.00 $40.00 $48.00 $69.00
NAMBULITE – Japan Orange-brown masses in rhodonite, etc. $48.00 $62.00
NAMBULITE – Namibia Single pink distorted xl fragments w/manganese oxide coating. 

    5mm $28.00; 4mm $26.00.
NARSARSUKITE – Can. Pale brown xl sections in rock. 1.5 to 2cm $8.50
NARSARSUKITE – MT Coarse yellow xl sections in matrix. $8.50 $13.25 $26.00 $40.00 $48.00
NEALITE – Greece TL. A yellow micro (20X) xl in slag. 1 to 2cm $55.00 each.
NENADKEVICHITE –Nor.    Tiny pale brown xls in cavities in soda granite.  1.5 to 2cm $28.00 each.
NEOTOCITE – Japan Brown-black vitreous masses w/rhodonite. $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $22.00 $28.00 $40.00
NEPTUNITE – CA Deep red-black xls. 6mm $10.25 each.
NEPTUNITE – CA Deep red-black xl sections on matrix, lean. May have xls. $13.25 $22.00 $32.00 $48.00
NEPTUNITE – CA Deep red-black xl sections, lean, in matrix. $4.00 $5.00 $8.50 $13.25 $16.25 $28.00
NEPTUNITE – CA Deep red-black xl sections, minor matrix. May have partial terminations.

    10 to 15mm $8.50; 4 to 8mm $6.50.



NAME & LOCALITY DESCRIPTION   A   B    C  D   E F
NEWBERYITE – CA White chalky xl portions, ps. struvite. $6.50 $8.50 $13.25
NICKELINE – Canada Metallic masses w/dolomite & skutterudite. $5.00 $8.50 $16.25 $28.00
NIFONTOVITE - Mexico Masses of glassy xl sections intermixed with rock. $13.25 $15.00 ask
NIOCALITE – Canada TL. Pale yellow xl sections in carbonatite. $8.50 $13.25 $26.00 $40.00 $48.00 $69.00
NISSONITE – CA TL. Pale blue-green coatings, w/assoc. on rock. Lean. $13.25 $16.25 $28.00 $40.00
NONTRONITE – PA Brownish-green clay-like masses. $5.00 $6.50 $13.25 $16.25
NORBERGITE – NJ Brown grains w/diopside, in limestone. $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $22.00 $28.00 $40.00
NORDSTRANDITE - Mayalsia.  TL. Minute xls in red clay soil. 2cm $14.00; 12mm $8.50; vial $8.50. $16.25
NORMANDITE – Russia Red-brown radial or granular in matrix. 1.5cm $16.25. $18.25
NORTHUPITE – CA TL. Sharp gray octahedrons.  5 to 6mm $10.25; 7mm $13.25;  3 to 4mm $7.00.
NORTHUPITE – CA TL. Micro xls perched on small gaylussite xls. 5 to 10mm $6.50 each;

    1mm to 4mm, a capsule with several in it, $8.50.
NOSEAN – Germany TL. Small black xl sections scattered in phonolite. $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $22.00 $28.00 $40.00
NOVACEKITE – NM Pale yellow xline w/autunite in sandstone. ®(F green)+LW $5.00 $6.50 $8.50 $13.25
OKENITE – India Compact white fibrous masses. $5.00 $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $16.25 $26.00
ORIENTITE – Italy Brown microxlized over-growths on macfallite on matrix. $16.25 $32.00 $48.00
ORIENTITE – MI Red-brown masses w/braunite & calcite. $16.25 $26.00 $32.00 $48.00 $69.00
ORPIMENT – NV Orange xls w/realgar. Choice display specimens. 6 to 8 inch (14 – 20cm) $700.00 ea.
OSARIZAWAITE – Japan TL. Yellow-green earthy in capsule. $16.25.
OSUMILITE – OR Small deep blue xls in vugs in rock. M/MP $5.00 $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $22.00 $32.00
OTTENSITE – China Micro (to 1/2mm) red-brown fragments, w/stibnite. A few in a capsule, $11.00.
OTTRELITE – Belgium TL. Small black plates in schist. $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $22.00 $28.00 $40.00
OWYHEEITE – NV Gray-black fibrous to xlized on matrix. $8.50 $13.25 $26.00 $40.00 $48.00
PABSTITE – CA TL. Minute glassy grains in rock. Sparse.   (F) blue-white. $7.00 $8.50 $13.25 $16.25 $26.00 $40.00
PALENZONAITE – Italy TL. Red-brown xl sections in matrix. $48.00 $69.00
PAPAGOITE – AZ TL. Thin turquoise-blue masses in rock, moderately lean. $16.25 $26.00
PARALAURIONITE Greece. TL. Tiny bladed xls in slag, may have associated laurionite, etc. $32.00 $62.00
PARAREALGAR – NV Orange coatings on realgar. $3.00 $5.00 $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $22.00
PARASPURRITE – CA TL.  Gray masses. 2cm $8.50.
PARATACAMITE – NV Tiny green xls & masses on rock. $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $22.00 $28.00 $40.00
PARISITE – MT Dark brown crude xl pieces. 1cm $5.00. $13.25
PARISITE – MT Small brown xl sections, sparse, in calcite. $8.50 $13.25
PARSETTENSITE – Japan Red-brown massive w/assoc. $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $22.00 $28.00 $40.00
PARSONSITE – France Pale yellow micro xls & masses on rock. ® $13.25 $16.25 $32.00 $48.00 $69.00 $115.00
PASCOITE – UT Yellow-orange coatings on sandstone. $26.00 $40.00 $48.00
PAULINGITE – ID Tiny xls in vugs in basalt. $8.50 $16.25
PECORAITE – Aust. Green masses w/assoc. in serpentine. $62.00
PECTOLITE-M2abc - Germany.  White fibrous masses w/rock. 2cm $62.00.
PELLYITE – CA Light brown glassy masses w/assoc. $26.00 $32.00
PERETAITE – Italy TL.  Sprays of tiny transparent xls on stibnite. M/MP $28.00 $40.00
PEROVSKITE – CA Black xls w/melanite garnet on rock. $13.25 $22.00 $32.00 $40.00 $48.00
PEROVSKITE – CA Small black xls w/melanite, sparse, on rock. $5.00 $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $16.25 $26.00
PERRIERITE – Norway Small pitchy black masses in nepheline syenite, lean to sparse. $35.00 $62.00 $89.00
PETALITE -  Zimbabwe Gray-white cleavable. Weak (F)+LW yellowish. $5.00 $6.50 $8.50 $16.25 $22.00 $38.00
PETROLEUM – Illinois Black oily coatings on geode portions. $6.50 $9.75
PHARMACOSIDERITE – NV Drusy greenish xls scattered on rhyolite. $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $22.00 $28.00
PHILLIPSITE – AZ Micro white clusters on pale green celadonite lining vugs in basalt, some assoc. $5.00 $8.50 $13.25 $26.00
PHILLIPSITE – Oregon Small white xls on basalt. $8.50 $13.25 $22.00 $28.00 $32.00 $39.00
PHOENICOCHROITE-AZ Red to orange-red coatings on rock. $8.50 $13.25 $16.25
PHOSPHOSIDERITE-CA Purple earthy masses in matrix. $5.00 $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $16.25 $26.00
PHOSPHOSIDERITE-SD Tiny glassy red-violet xls on barbosalite w/assoc. MMP $8.50. $32.00 $42.00
PHOSPHURANYLITE-NC Yellow xline coatings on granite. ® $13.25 $26.00 $48.00
PHURCALITE – Argentina Canary yellow micro-xline coatings on matrix, plentiful. $89.00 $185.00
PICKERINGITE – CA Off-white fibrous xline masses. $4.00 $5.25 $8.50 $10.25 $13.25 $26.00
PICKERINGITE – NV White glassy xline masses. $8.50
PICKERINGITE – NM White fibrous masses, w/some rock. $4.00 $5.25 $8.50
PILSENITE – Canada var. WEHRLITE. Tiny metallic grains, lean, in quartz. $32.00 $42.00
PINAKIOLITE – Sweden TL. Small black plates w/assoc. in dolomite. $13.25 $16.25 $32.00 $48.00
PIRSSONITE – CA TL.  Single xl w/mud inclusions. 1cm $9.50; 6mm $6.50; 1 to 3mm 2/$5.00; 

    Xl portions. 8 to 12mm $6.50, 10/$48.00.
    Vial of tiny xls & fragments with sand $6.50, larger pieces $13.25.

PIRSSONITE – WY Glassy xline veins in marl. $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $22.00 $28.00
PLANCHEITE – AZ Powder-blue to deep blue massive in conichalcite. $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $22.00 $28.00
PLATTNERITE – Mex. Tiny black prismatic xls on limonite. M/MP $5.25 $7.00 $10.25 $14.00 $26.00 $40.00
PLOMBIERITE – CA Crestmore. White chalky veins & masses in rock. $6.50 $8.50 $16.25 $26.00 $40.00
PLUMBOJAROSITE –CA Ochre-brown earthy masses. Vial of powder, $5.00. $5.00 $8.50 $16.25 $40.00
POLLUCITE – CA White coarse granular masses, minor associates. $3.00 $4.00 $6.50 $10.00 $45.00
POLYBASITE – Mexico Gray-black xl fragments, some attached matrix. 12mm $5.00; 6mm $3.00.
POLYBASITE – NV Tiny black metallic grains, lean, in rock. $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $16.25 $26.00
POLYDYMITE – Zimbabwe Small gray metallic grains in amphibolite, lean. $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $22.00 $28.00 $40.00
POSNJAKITE – England Sky blue coatings on rock, good coverage. $28.00 $40.00
POTTSITE – Argentina Orange micro xls on matrix. 2cm $69.00 each.
POWELLITE – NV Masses in quartz. (F) yellow. $5.00 $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $16.25 $26.00
PRICEITE – CA White massive, nearly pure. (F)+LW yellow. $3.00 $5.00 $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $22.00
PROBERTITE – CA White to gray compact fibrous masses, rich. $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $22.00 $28.00 $40.00



NAME & LOCALITY DESCRIPTION   A   B    C  D   E F
PROBERTITE – CA Colorless radial sprays in clay. $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $22.00 $28.00 $40.00
PSEUDOBOLEITE – Mex. TL. Deep blue over-growths on boleite xls. 3mm $13.25; 1mm $6.50.
PSEUDOBROOKITE – OR Micro needle xls in andesite, some assoc. $6.50 $13.25
PSEUDOBROOKITE – OR Brown striated micro xls in vugs in andesite. $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $22.00
PSEUDOBROOKITE – Spain Brown to black micro xls w/assoc. on rock. M/MP $6.50. $28.00 $35.00
PSEUDOBROOKITE – UT A few black micro xls in vugs in rhyolite, w/micro associates. $22.00
PSEUDOMALACHITE-NV Dark green coatings on rock. $5.00 $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $16.25 $26.00
PSEUDOMALACHITE - Zambia.  Dark green drusy coatings on rock. Plentiful. $8.50 $13.25 $26.00 $40.00 $48.00
PSEUDOMALACHITE - Zambia.  Deep green coatings on rock. $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $22.00 $28.00 $40.00
PUMPELLYITE – CA Dull green fibrous masses, w/glaucophane. $5.00 $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $16.25 $26.00
PUMPELLYITE – CA Green fibrous masses in glaucophane. $3.00 $5.00 $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $22.00
PYRARGYRITE – Mexico Deep red massive, lean, w/sphalerite, pyrite, etc. $5.00 $8.50
PYROAURITE – NZ Minute colorless to tan bladed xls on matrix. 4x6cm $48.00; 4x4cm $40.00.
PYROAURITE – Sweden TL. Tan tabular incomplete xl. 3mm to 6mm $8.50 each.
PYROCHLORE – Germany Minute octahedrons in magnetite sand. Vial $4.00.
PYROCHLORE – Norway Pitchy black masses to 1cm in nepheline syenite, sparse. $26.00 $40.00
PYROCHLORE – Sweden Black xl sections in limestone. $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $22.00 $28.00 $40.00
PYROCHLORE - Brown single xls. 1cm $13.25; 5mm $6.50; 3mm 3/$5.00.
   Tanzania    Incomplete xls. 3 to 5mm, full capsule $8.50.
PYROCHROITE – Japan Black grains & masses in hausmannite ore. $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $22.00 $28.00 $40.00
PYROPHANITE – Norway Thin black plates in nepheline syenite, good coverage. $55.00 $69.00 $115.00
PYROSMALITE – Aust. Gray-brown xline masses w/rhodonite. $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $22.00 $28.00 $40.00
PYROSMALITE – Japan Dark brown massive w/assoc. $5.00 $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $22.00
PYROXMANGITE – Japan Pink xline masses w/assoc. $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $22.00 $28.00
QUARTZ
   BUBBLE inclusions – CO Single xls with tiny liquid inclusions, most of which will move when 

    the xl is shifted.  10X magnification is generally needed to see
    the bubbles well. Some xls show inclusions of pyrite, chlorite
    etc., usually following phantom planes. Many of the xls also show 
    “negative” inclusions (a pocket in the xl which shows quartz xl form.)
    Xls are elongated, length is given:  
    4cm $22.00; 3cm $20.00; 2cm $16.25. $16.25

  BUBBLE inclusions – CO Single xls as above, with bubbles that do not move.
    5cm $24.00; 4cm $20.00; 3cm $16.25; 2cm $13.25. $13.25

  HALLOYSITE incl. – CA Pinkish inclusions in xls or xl aggregates. $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $22.00
  JAPAN TWIN – Japan Clear to partly cloudy “Japan Law” twin xls, may have micro inclusions.

  2cm $36.00; 1 – 1.5cm $20.00. $40.00
  LECHATELIERITE - “FULGURITE”. Black glassy lining cavities in sand. “Twig shape” $7.00
      Oregon    Pieces showing one fused surface. 2X3cm $8.50.
  NEGATIVE xl inclusions - Single xls that show “negative” xl inclusions (a pocket in the quartz
     Colorado    xl that shows quartz xl form.) May have micro pyrite &/or chlorite incl.

   5cm $20.00; 4cm $16.25; 3cm $13.25; 2cm $10.75. $10.75
  PSEUDOMORPH – CA PETRIFIED PALM. Agatized masses of mixed gray, red & brown, ps. after

   palm wood.  Most specimens show “eye” form, buy may require
   magnification, especially the A, B sizes. Not good cutting grade. $5.00 $5.50 $8.50 $16.25 $26.00 $38.00

  STIBNITE inclusions – NV Single, partly cloudy xls, w/micro stibnite inclusions. 
  1.5cm to 4cm $30.00; $26.00; $22.00.

  TRINITITE – NM Dull green fused masses. Sand fused by the first atomic
   bomb, 1945. ® (F green) 2cm $16.25; Vial of pieces to 6mm $13.25. $26.00 $39.00

End of Quartz.
RAITE – Russia Tiny golden-brown acicular needles on nepheline. M/MP 2 to 7mm $40.00.
RAMSDELLITE – AZ Coarse black xline masses on rock. Moderately lean. $5.00 $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $16.25
REICHENBACHITE -   TL. Deep green micro xls & xline masses on 
  Germany     rock. 1.5cm $69.00; $48.00, $32.00 each.
RHOMBOCLASE - Chile Pale off-white coarsely xline masses. $8.50 $16.25 $32.00 $55.00 $83.00
RICHELLITE - Belgium TL. Yellow-brown earthy mixed w/halloysite. 12mm $6.50, 10/$39.00. $22.00 $32.00 $42.00 $83.00
RICHELSDORFITE - Germ. Turquoise-blue micro-xline coatings on rock. 12mm $32.00.
RICHELSDORFITE - Germ. TL. Turquoise-blue micro-xline coatings on rock. 2cm $55.00.
RICKARDITE - NM Metallic films coating altaite, lean, in rock. $16.25 $32.00 $48.00
ROCKBRIDGEITE - SD Black fibrous masses w/assoc. $5.00 $6.50 $8.50
RODALQUILARITE - AZ Small yellow-green masses, sparse, on rock. 1.5 - 2cm $10.75; 6 - 10mm $8.50.
ROEDDERITE - Germany Micro blue xls or xl section on matrix. 6mm $62.00.
RÖMERITE - CA Small brown xline masses w/other sulfates. $5.00 $6.50 $8.50 $13.25
RÖMERITE - Chile Pale pink xline in coquimbite. $5.00 $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $16.25
RÖMERITE - Chile Yellow-brown xline masses, minor assoc. $3.00 $5.00 $6.50 $8.50 $13.25
ROSENBUSCHITE- Swed. Small pale brown fibrous areas in gneiss. Lean. 2cm $6.50. $13.25
ROSENHAHNITE - CA TL. Tan veinlets & masses in rock. (F)+LW cream-yellow. $8.50 $13.25 $26.00 $40.00 $48.00
ROZENITE - Nevada White earthy w/rock. 2cm $3.00; 1cm $2.75; Vial $5.00.
RUIZITE - AZ Tan masses on & in rock, some associates, lean. $13.25 $22.00 $40.00
RUSSELLITE - Aust. Pale yellow earthy, moderately lean, in quartz. $62.00 $100.00
RUSSELLITE - England TL.  Tan fragments w/minor bismuthinite. 3 to 6mm pieces, 2/$8.50.
SAL-AMMONIAC - Mex. White to yellow xline on rock. 15 to 20mm $5.00, 10/$30.00. $5.00 $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $16.25 $26.00
SALESITE - Chile TL.  Tiny blue cleavages & masses w/rock, fic $8.50.
SANBORNITE - CA TL. Fine-grained in celsian, etc. $5.00 $6.50 $8.50 $16.25 $26.00
SANBORNITE - CA Coarse white cleavages, some rock. $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $16.25 $26.00 $32.00



NAME & LOCALITY DESCRIPTION   A   B    C  D   E F
SANBORNITE - CA Fine-grained w/assoc. $3.00 $5.00 $6.50 $8.50 $13.25
SANEROITE - Italy TL.  Orange cleavages on rock, plentiful. 2cm $26.00; 1cm $22.00. $40.00 $48.00
SANJUANITE - Argentina TL. White chalky mass. 1 to 1.5cm $26.00; 3 to 5mm $8.50. $100.00
SANTACLARAITE - CA TL. Brown massive w/wad in rock. $16.25 $26.00 $40.00 $55.00
SAPONITE - CA Variety GRIFFITHITE. Brown-black blebs in basalt. $3.00 $4.00 $5.00 $7.00 $10.25 $22.00
SAPPHIRINE - Madagascar Euhedral blue-gray single xls, may have matrix. 1.5cm $69.00.
SARABAUITE - Malaysia TL. Red masses, plentiful, in rock. $14.00 $16.25 $28.00
SARCOPSIDE - SD Brown cleavable masses, rich. $6.50 $8.50 $16.25 $32.00
SATTERLYITE - Canada TL. Yellow-brown glassy masses, some rock. 2cm $42.00 $77.00
SCAWTITE - CA Glassy seams or coatings on & in rock. $8.50 $13.25
SCHOLZITE - Aust. Colorless xls on rock. $8.50 $13.25 $26.00 $40.00 $48.00 $69.00
SCHOONERITE - Red-brown or greenish-brown xline masses w/assoc. 
     Germany     2cm $40.00; 1.5cm $32.00.
SCHRÖCKINGERITE-NM Small yellow-green grains scattered in sandstone. (R)  (F) green. $2.75 $5.00 $8.50 $13.25
SCHRÖCKINGERITE-UT Yellow-green waxy coatings on rock. (R) (F) green. $13.25 $26.00 $48.00
SCHUMACHERITE - TL. Bright yellow microxlized or massive coatings on quartz.  May have
    Germany     pucherite associated.  2cm $62.00 or $40.00.
SCORODITE - China Brown to blue xline masses w/pyrite. 

    4cm $20.00; 3cm $18.00; 2cm $13.25; 1cm $10.75. $15.00
SCORODITE - NV, UT Green xline on or in rock. $5.25 $7.00 $10.25 $14.00 $26.00 $40.00
SEARLESITE - CA TL. Tiny colorless xls on borax-ulexite xls. $6.50 $8.50 $13.25
SEARLESITE - NV Small glassy xls scattered on & in marl. $8.50 $13.25 $16.25
SEKININAITE - CZ TL. Blue to gray-green cleavable masses. Rich. $8.50 $16.25 $32.00
SEMSEYITE - Romania Steel-gray xls & groups on sphalerite-galena matrix. Choice. $83.00 $138.00 $150.00
SENARMONTITE - TL. Sub-translucent gray-white octahedrons. 1/2mm $5.25;
     Algeria     1mm $6.50; 2mm $8.50; 3mm groups $10.25.

    A capsule of tiny xls, portions, groups & minor rock, $13.25.
SENARMONTITE - Italy Tiny red, orange or colorless xls & groups w/assoc. in matrix. MMP $26.00
SENARMONTITE – Zimb. Tiny gray octahedrons & masses on rock. 1 to 1.5cm $5.00.
SEPIOLITE - CA Off-white fibrous on & in rock. $3.00 $5.00 $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $22.00
SERANDITE - Canada Salmon-pink xls, may have minor assoc. or matrix.

    12mm $10.00; 1cm $8.50; 6mm $6.50.
    XL portions as above, 15mm $8.50; 1cm $6.50; 6mm $5.25.
    Salmon-pink xl fragments, vial $8.50.
    Salmon-pink masses in assoc. 2cm $7.00; 6 to 15mm $5.50.

SERPIERITE - CA Blue acicular xls & aggregates on rock, lean. $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $22.00 $28.00
SHANNONITE - AZ TL. White porcelain-like crusts on rock. 1 to 2cm $6.50.
SHATTUCKITE - AZ Deep blue masses in rock, plentiful to lean, may have ajoite associated. $5.00 $8.50 $16.25
SHORTITE - WY TL. Colorless to pale yellow wedge-shaped xls. 3 to 6mm $4.00.
SHORTITE - WY TL. Colorless xls & sections in clay. $5.00 $6.50 $8.50 $14.00 $26.00 $48.00
SICKLERITE - CA Brown to black masses altered from lithiophilite. $3.00 $5.00 $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $22.00
SICKLERITE - Namibia Light brown fibrous masses in heterosite. $5.00 $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $16.25
SIDERAZOT - Italy Iridescent bluish films on scoria. $48.00
SIDERONATRITE - UT Orange xline aggregates on, or veinlets in, rock. $62.00 $83.00
SMOLIANINOVITE - Tiny orange-brown plates or masses, ps. after cobaltite, 
    Australia     in gneiss. 6 to 10mm $13.25 each. 
SORBYITE - Nevada Gray masses and micro xls in quartz. $69.00 $89.00
SPADAITE - UT Pale pink to off-white fibrous, altering from wollastonite, w/calcite & rock. $5.00 $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $16.25 $26.00
SPANGOLITE - NV Tiny blue xl sections & masses w/tenorite, on rock. $6.50 $8.50 $16.25 $28.00 $40.00
SPURRITE - CA Crestmore. Gray masses inter-grown w/merwinite. $8.50
SPURRITE - NM Lavender-gray xline masses. $2.75 $3.00 $5.00 $8.50 $13.25 $22.00
STANNITE - England Gray massive w/chalcopyrite, quartz, etc. $5.00 $8.50 $16.25
STETEFELDTITE - NV Tiny yellow to greenish-yellow earthy masses w/assoc., sparse. $13.25 $16.25 $32.00
STIBNITE - Romania Interlaced clusters of slender prismatic xls, few terminations.

    Very nice specimens, a bit fragile. 7x10 or 9x14cm $400.00 $185.00 $300.00
STICHTITE - RSA Lavender coatings on serpentine. $4.00 $5.00 $8.50 $13.25 $22.00 $35.00
STILPNOMELANE - CA Brown or black schistose w/assoc. $5.00 $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $22.00 $32.00
STOLZITE - Australia A few tiny xls or masses scattered on limonite. (size B is better quality) $18.25 $8.50
STRASHIMIRITE - NV Light blue-green fibrous coatings on rhyolite. $16.25 $32.00 $42.00 $62.00
STRENGITE - AL, AR Tiny pale lavender xls, sparse, on goethite, w/assoc. $8.50 $16.25
STRENGITE - Namibia Blue to lavender masses on & in purpurite, lean. $3.00 $4.00 $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $22.00
STROMEYERITE - AZ Dull gray-black metallic masses, rich to nearly pure.

   2cm $8.50; 12mm $6.50; vial of fines $8.50.
STRONTIANITE - Austria A few off-white xls or xl portions on assoc., may have matrix. 7x12cm $40.00 $8.50 $26.00 $36.00
STRONTIOJOAQUINITE - 1/2mm to 2mm yellow xl on albite/glaucophane matrix.  
        CA    Only one or two xls per specimen. $40.00 $35.00
STRONTIO-ORTHO- TL. A micro yellow grain in rock, with magnesioriebeckite. One grain per
  JOAQUINITE - Japan     specimen.  3x3cm to 5x8cm $32.00 each.

    A specimen with a 6mm grain, $91.00.
STRONTIOPIEMONTITE - Italy.  TL. Pink grains & veinlets in braunite-quartz matrix. $40.00
STURTITE – Australia TL. Brown xline w/calcite, etc. $26.00
SUDOITE - Japan White porcelain-like masses w/soapy feel. 2cm $6.50. $13.25 $26.00
SUGILITE - RSA Vivid purple masses on/in rock. Not cutting grade. 2cm $8.50. $26.00
SULPHOHALITE - CA TL. Small octahedrons or sections in assoc. (F blue/tan) PH.   2 cm $5.25. $6.50 $8.50

TL. Pale yellowish octahedrons or groups. (F) blue/tan, PH.



NAME & LOCALITY DESCRIPTION   A   B    C  D   E F
    12 to 15mm $8.50; 8 to 10mm $6.50; 3 to 6mm $3.00, 10/$22.00.

SULVANITE - Australia TL. Metallic masses in malachite, atacamite, etc. 
    8 to 12mm $13.25; 3 to 6mm $8.50, 10/$55.00.

SURSASSITE - Canada Copper-colored veinlets or masses in hematite & quartz. $13.25 $14.00 $16.25 $32.00 $48.00 $69.00
SURSASSITE - Italy Yellow/brown fibrous in matrix. 2cm $8.50. $13.25
SUSSEXITE – NJ Brownish masses in Franklin ore. $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $22.00 $28.00
SVANBERGITE - NV Small glassy orange xls or xline masses w/pyrophyllite on diaspore. $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $22.00 $28.00
SVANBERGITE - NV Buff-colored xline w/pyrophyllite on rock. $5.00 $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $22.00 $26.00
SYNCHYSITE-(Y) - NJ TL.  DOVERITE. Brick-red w/magnetite in quartz. $8.50 $13.25 $26.00
SZAIBELYITE - CA White powdery masses on serpentine. $4.00 $5.00 $8.50 $13.25 $22.00 $28.00
TADZHIKITE - Italy Tiny orange xls w/assoc. in rock. $48.00
TAKOVITE - Australia Light green earthy masses, plentiful, on & in rock. $32.00 $48.00 $69.00 $91.00
TALMESSITE - UT White spherules w/aragonite xls on aragonite. $28.00 $48.00 $62.00
TARANAKITE - CA White earthy masses.  2cm $16.50; 1cm $8.50; vial $13.25; Fic $5.00.
TARBUTTITE - Zambia TL. Small gray-white xls, plentiful, on gossan. $48.00 $69.00 $100.00
TAVORITE - SD Medium-green masses in barbosalite. $8.50 $16.25 $32.00 $42.00
TAZHERANITE - Russia TL. Microscopic orange grains, sparse, in marble.  1 to 1.5cm $48.00.
TEKTITE - Thailand INDOCHINITE. Black glassy w/pitted surfaces. $3.00
  (Meteoric glass)     12 to 20mm $3.75, 10/$23.00.

  More complete individuals, 12 to 20mm $7.50. $13.25 $20.00
TENNANTITE - MT Drusy black micro xls coating enargite xl groups. $16.25
TENORITE - Mex. Pitchy black masses w/chrysocolla, etc. $5.00 $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $16.25
TENORITE - MT Black massive w/azurite, malachite & rock. $3.00 $5.00 $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $22.00
TENORITE - NV Black coatings w/chrysocolla on rock. $3.00 $5.00 $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $22.00
TETRADYMITE - CA Minute metallic grains in bismuthinite on and in quartz.  Can only

    be seen in polished section. $5.00 $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $22.00
TETRAHEDRITE - ID Gray in quartz w/assoc., rocky. $2.75 $3.00 $5.00 $7.50
TETRAHEDRITE - Peru Gray-black massive w/enargite & minor pyrite. $5.00 $6.50 $13.25
THAUMASITE - AZ, NJ White masses, some assoc., some stained. $3.00 $5.00 $6.50 $16.25 $18.25
THAUMASITE - CA Crestmore. White massive in assoc. $6.50 $8.50 $10.25 $16.25
THAUMASITE - VA Snow-white "cotton-ball" aggregates of acicular xls.  Large vial $5.25. $5.00 $6.50
THAUMASITE - VA Compact white masses, some staining. (F cream-white)+LW $2.75 $3.00 $5.00 $7.50 $10.75
THEISITE - CO Tiny green masses w/assoc. in rock, sparse. $83.00
THENARDITE - AZ Glassy masses w/some mud inclusions, showing cleavage. $3.00 $5.00 $6.50 $8.50 $13.25
THENARDITE - CA Transparent diamond-shaped xls on matrix. $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $16.25 $26.00
THENARDITE - NV Glassy xlized masses with mud inclusions. $5.00 $6.50 $8.50
THORIANITE - Canada Black cubic xls or groups, may have diopside or phlogopite assoc.

    3 to 5mm group $5.00, Vial of 3 - 5mm, $16.25; 1 - 3mm $3.00.
THORIANITE - Madagas. Small black cubic xls and/or sections in phlogopite mica. Lean. $32.00 $42.00 $69.00
THORITE - Canada Brown to black masses in biotite and rock. 1.5cm to 2cm $8.50 $13.25 $26.00 $35.00
THORITE - Canada Crude brown xls or groups. (R) 12mm $5.50 $8.50 $13.25 $26.00
THORITE - Norway Small pitchy grains scattered in altered nepheline syenite, lean. (R) $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $16.25
THORITE - Norway Resinous brown grains, sparse, in nepheline syenite.(R) $8.50 $13.25 $16.25
TIEMANNITE - UT Gray-black metallic grains or veinlets in limestone. $8.50 $13.25
TILASITE - Sweden TL. Colorless masses w/possible calcite, etc. (F) orange. $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $16.25 $26.00
TILLEYITE - CA TL. Pale lavender-gray masses w/vesuvianite, etc. 2cm $6.50. $16.25 $26.00
TINCALCONITE - CA Glassy white single pseudo-octahedral xls. 1.5mm to 2mm $5.00;

    A capsule of tiny xls and fragments $16.25.
TITANTARAMELLITE-CA Small dark brown resinous xl sections in sanbornite, etc. $5.00 $6.50 $13.25 $16.25
TLALOCITE - Mex. Pale blue coatings on rock, some assoc. 2cm $55.00. 
TLAPALLITE - AZ Thin green coatings on rock, not rich but easily visible. $36.00 $38.00 $79.00 $79.00

    As above, but sparse.  1 to 2cm $13.25. $16.25 $16.25
TOBERMORITE - CA White grains inter-grown w/wilkeite; w/vesuvianite, calcite. $3.00 $5.00 $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $26.00
TORBERNITE - AZ Green scales on slaty limestone. (R) $3.00 $5.00 $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $22.00
TORBERNITE - CA Green coatings, lean, on conglomerate. (R) $3.00 $5.00 $6.50
TOSUDITE - Japan Buff-colored earthy masses, an inter-layered clay. Vial $5.00; 1.5cm $6.50.
TOUNKITE - Russia TL. Pale blue masses w/lazurite in bystrite. 1.5cm $100.00.
TRASKITE - CA TL. Tiny red-brown glassy grains in sanbornite. Sparse. $8.50 $13.25 $16.25 $26.00
TRIDYMITE - CA 1mm white xls & aggregates in rock. $5.25 $8.50 $13.25 $16.25 $26.00 $40.00
TRIPHYLITE - NH Blue-gray cleavable, may have associates. $4.00 $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $16.25 $28.00
TRIPHYLITE - SD Gray-green to brown w/vivianite in pegmatite. $3.00 $5.00 $6.50 $8.50 $13.25
TRIPLITE - CO Brown massive, moderately rich. $3.00 $5.00 $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $22.00
TROLLEITE - CA Light blue w/assoc. in diaspore. $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $22.00 $32.00 $48.00
TUNELLITE - CA Clusters of tiny xls on ulexite. M/MP  1/2cm  to 1.5cm $8.50 each.          
TUNELLITE - CA Single transparent to cloudy xls. Most show one 

    cleavage face. 3cm $13.25; 2cm $8.50; 1cm to 1.5cm $6.50; 
    Clusters, 4cm $26.00.

TUNELLITE - CA Gray translucent xls on ulexite. One xl per specimen. $16.25 $16.25 $26.00
TUNISITE - France Tiny glassy xls & xline masses, plentiful, on rock. $48.00
TUPERSSUATSIAITE - Namibia.  Red-brown sprays of micro xls, w/assoc., on rock. 2cm $26.00 $28.00
TUSCANITE - Italy Small prismatic transparent to white xls in vugs in rock. $22.00 $22.00
TYROLITE - NV, UT Blue-green xline w/chrysocolla on rock. $8.50 $13.25 $16.25 $26.00
TYUYAMUNITE - CO Spherulitic aggregates of yellow micro xls on rock. (R) $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $26.00
TYUYAMUNITE -NM, TX Yellow encrustations on limestone, lean. (R) (No size E Texas) $2.75 $3.00 $5.00 $7.00 $10.75
UKLONSKOVITE - Italy Tiny (to 1/2mm) white spherules on matrix, not rich. $35.00



NAME & LOCALITY DESCRIPTION   A   B    C  D   E F
ULLMANNITE - Germany Gray masses w/minor assoc. 8 to10mm $6.50.
URANINITE - Canada THUCHOLITE.  (A mixture with carbonaceous matter): Black pitchy

     rounded grains w/pyrite in calcite, lean. (R)  1cm to 2cm $5.00. $26.00
URANOCIRCITE - SD Pale yellow scales scattered on rock. (R) (F) green. $6.50 $8.50 $16.25
URANOPILITE - NM Colorless to pale yellow on & in sandstone.  Readily visible under SW UV green. (R) $8.50 $16.25
URANPYROCHLORE - Canada.  Pitchy black grains in rock. (R) 2cm $3.00. $8.50 $13.25
VASHEGYITE - NV White to yellow crusts on/in slate. $62.00
VAUQUELINITE - NV Yellow-green coatings on rock,  sparse. $6.50 $8.50 $16.25 $26.00
VEATCHITE - CA TL. Pearly white masses on mudstone, moderately lean. (F pale yellow) $6.50 $7.00 $8.50 $13.25 $22.00 $32.00
VERPLANCKITE - CA TL. Tiny orange-brown glassy grains in sanbornite rock. $13.25 $16.25 $32.00
VERSILIAITE - Italy TL. Small black granular areas or xl sections in dolomite. $48.00 $77.00
VIGEZZITE - Italy TL. A tiny brown xl section on albite. 1/2cm to 1cm $48.00 each.
VILLAMANINITE - Spain TL. Black earthy w/assoc. on/in rock. $26.00 $42.00
VILLIAUMITE - Greenland Tiny magenta cleavages in lujaurite rock. $13.25 $26.00
VOLBORTHITE - AZ Yellow-green xline to xlized on sandstone. $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $22.00 $28.00 $48.00
VOLBORTHITE -CO, UT Yellow-green impregnating sandstone. $4.00 $5.25 $8.50 $13.25 $22.00 $32.00
VOLTAITE - CA, Chile Black masses in other sulfates. $4.00/vial. $5.00 $6.50 $8.50 $16.25 $40.00
VONSENITE - CA TL?  Black xline masses with magnetite. $3.00 $5.00 $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $22.00
VUAGNATITE - CA Colorless drusy xls on rock, possible chrysocolla. $16.25 $28.00
WADEITE - Russia Pale pink xline on matrix, w/aegirine, etc. 2cm $51.00
WAGNERITE - Norway Buff-colored masses in rock, rich. $8.50 $32.00 $42.00
WALSTROMITE - CA TL. Glassy cleavages in sanbornite rock. Lean.  (F) orange. $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $16.25 $22.00
WARDITE - UT TL. Tiny xls or masses on crandallite. $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $22.00 $28.00 $40.00
WEEKSITE - AZ Tiny pale yellow acicular w/vanadinite on chalcedony. (R) 

    1.5 to 2.5cm $6.50 each.
WEEKSITE - UT TL. Tiny yellow fibrous aggregates on rhyolite. (R) $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $22.00 $28.00
WHELANITE - AZ TL. Small light blue bladed xls & xline masses on matrix, some assoc. $36.00 $44.00 $55.00 $100.00
WICKENBURGITE - AZ TL. Tiny xls or aggregates, may have mimetite, on rock. (F) M/M $6.50. $8.50 $13.25 $22.00 $28.00 $40.00
WICKENBURGITE - AZ TL. Micro xline coatings on rock. (F)  pink. $5.25 $7.00 $9.75 $22.00
WIGHTMANITE - CA TL. Colorless to light brown xl sections, in part altered, in calcite. $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $16.25 $26.00
WILCOXITE - NM TL. White masses w/minor rock. 10 to 12mm $32.00; fic $16.25.
WILHELMVIERLINGITE TL. Yellow-brown masses w/rockbridgeite. 1.5cm $73.00; 1cm $42.00.
  - Germany
WILKEITE - CA TL/Crestmore. ELLESTADITE. Pale pink or yellowish blebs in matrix, lean $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $16.25
WILLHENDERSONITE- Italy.  TL. Aggregates of white xls up to 1mm scattered on rock. $42.00 $69.00
WÖHLERITE - Norway Yellow-brown xline w/biotite, etc. in nepheline syenite. $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $16.25 $26.00 $40.00
WOODHOUSEITE - CA TL. Small cream-colored xls scattered on quartz. $13.25 $22.00 $26.00
WOODWARDITE - Ireland Light blue coatings on rock. $16.25 $26.00 $40.00
XENOTIME-(Y) - CO Red-brown xl fragments. 1cm $6.50; fines in a vial $8.50. 
XONOTLITE - CA White veinlets in & on serpentine. $5.00 $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $16.25 $32.00
XONOTLITE – Canada Thin veins in intermixed associates. May be (F). $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $22.00 $28.00 $40.00
YODERITE - Tanzania TL. Deep blue zones with brown kyanite in pink talc schist. $8.50 $13.25 $26.00 $40.00 $48.00 $69.00
YOSHIMURAITE - Japan Small orange-brown micaceous cleavages in rhodonite, etc., lean. $8.50 $14.00 $26.00 $40.00 $69.00
YTTROTUNGSTITE-(Y) - TL. Yellow-brown druses on stolzite. 1cm $40.00; 6mm $26.00.
  Malaysia   
ZELLERITE - UT Tiny pale yellow fibrous masses w/assoc. 5 to 7mm $32.00
ZEUNERITE - NV Green scales on rock. (R) $5.25 $8.50 $13.25 $16.25
ZEUNERITE - NV As above, less coverage. (R) $4.00 $5.25 $7.00 $9.75 $13.25 $22.00
ZINCITE - NJ TL. Dark red xline w/franklinite. $5.00 $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $26.00 $48.00
ZINCITE - NJ TL. Dark red xline in calcite-franklinite matrix. $3.00 $5.00 $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $22.00
ZINKENITE - WA Gray metallic masses, moderately rich, some assoc. 1 to 2cm $4.00. $5.00 $8.50 $14.00 $26.00 $40.00
ZINNWALDITE - SD Brown micaceous masses w/quartz. $3.00 $5.00 $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $22.00
ZIPPEITE - NM Canary-yellow coatings on sandstone,  (R) $16.25 $32.00 $42.00 $62.00
ZIRCONOLITE - Norway POLYMIGNITE. Thin black blades or prisms to 12mm, in nepheline. Lean. $40.00 $77.00 $100.00
ZOISITE - Tanzania TANZANITE. Well-formed, partly cloudy, almost gemmy, violet-lavender xl.

    1cm to 1.5cm $300.00; $280.00; $250.00; $240.00 each.
ZUNYITE - Utah Small pale yellow xl sections, rich, in matrix. $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $22.00 $28.00
ZUSSMANITE  - CA TL.  Small green cleavage plates in stilpnomelane schist. $6.50 $8.50 $13.25 $22.00 $28.00 $48.00

Do you have rare or unusual species that are not in this list, that you want to trade for items that I already have listed here?
Please let me know, preferably by email or snail-mail:

Wendi@mineralsunlimited.com

Minerals Unlimited
PO Box 877

Ridgecrest CA 93556-0877


